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This report summarizes analysis, design., and development by the
Martin rlarietta Corporation to reduce the weight and size of a
NASA ca^adidate standard modular power supply with a 350-watt
output. By integrating lo^ca--cost commercial heat pipes in. the
	 ^
redesign of this power supply, weight was reduced 44% from that
	 ^'
of the previous design. Part temperatures were also appreciably
	 '^-.
reduced, increasing the environmental capability of the unit, A
complete 350 matt modular power converter was built and tasted
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In its continuing effort to reduce cost associated with space
hardware development and production, Marshall Space Flight Center
{MSFC) , in conjunction 'cai.th the other NASA agencies, is develop--
_	 ing various standard items of equipment that show promise of
significant savings in development dollars for use vn up-coming
space missions. Among these items is a multiple output power
converter capable of satisfying a large percentage of the future
lead poroer requirements for NASA space applications. This Stand--
and Load Center Converter (SLCC) is a modular un^.t with multiple
"	 output voltages which can be tailored to meet specific mission
requirements with minimum development cost and risks. MSFC has
completed the requirements definition, design, breadboarding and
-	 testing of the electronic circuitry and has had a prototype 350-
,	 watt unit built for evaluation.
Under contract with Martin Marietta, this prototype converter was
repackaged for space flight application using heat
-pipes to
achieve more efficient thermal control and s^ .^nificant weight and
volume savings.
Recent developments in heat
-pipe technology and materials engi-
neering have suggested heat pipes for increasing packaging effi-
ciency by more efficient removal of internally generated heat.
Their use improves performance and reduces s^.ze and weight, en-
abling increasingly complex vehicles to perform deep space ex-
ploration. These devices are available from several sources and
have a proven history of reliable performance and bong life.
They have been used in Skylab and DOD satellite systems where
concentrated heat loads had to be handled efficiently with mini-
mum size and weight impact,
This report describes the -.valuata.an
 and repackaging of the IvrASA
prototype 35Q--taatt converter to reduce weight and size and ^.mprove
thermal performance under typical spacecraft environmental condi-
tions. With these improvements, this candidate Standard Load
Center Converter should find broad application in future NASA
`	 space missions. It will provide major savings in hardware devel-
opment casts through its availability and use as a standard com-







II.	 PROTOTYPE POWER STTPPLY PACICAGZNG EVALD'ATION AND REDESIGN APPROACH
Having estab3.ished the general design requirements and circu3.t
implementatin;.^ fox a candidate standard modular pnwer supply,
MSFC, in conjunction with 'TeXedyne Brown Engineering, produced
a prototype 350-watt unit which was evaluated far performance
characteristics and considered applicable for use an many future
NAS.?. programs. 'The development and test results are contained
in Fixx^^l Report EE--MSI'C-1$88.
•	 ^7nder this contract, Martin Marietta was given the task of eval--
uating and improva.ng the packaging design by reducing size and
weight and assuring reliable performance in the thermal and dy--
namic environments typical of space hardware applications. As
design goals, the prototype power supply volume was to be reduced
30% and the weight should not exceed 15 Ib (b.$ kg).
The first phase of this design study was to evaluate and redesign
the prototype packaging configuration and to furnish MS^'C a Cher--
mal analysis of the revised design. An initial. prototype evalu-
ation and partial redesign, performed under contract NA58-28956
by Martin Marietta, pointed out specific thexrr^al problems and
areas where weight and size reductions might best be accomplished
That information is contained in rival Report MCR--75-3$9 and re-^
iterated in part in this document for the reader's convenience.
A.	 PROTOTYPE THERivfAT, ANALYSIS AND PACKAGING EVAhUATION
The prototype NASA power supply constituting the baseline design
for the Martin Marietta study is shown in figure 1. The assembly
consists of faun physically identical pulse^aidth z^tadulated
switching regulators capable of delivering a total of 350 id at
approximately 80% efficiency. The isolated outputs adaptable to
operate from 4 'Co 108 Vdc were built to de3.iver the following
•	 pocaexs and voltages:
50 W at +5 Vdc
I00 W at +l5 Vdc
I00 W at -l5 Vdc










Figure 1 NASA Prototype 3^D--W Power Supply
,,	
.	 .
.,...........^.__^	 ._ __.... t...._	 .
An input module, some^ahat larger than the ethers, contains the
input filter circuits and a housekeeping supply consisting of
four isolated +15-V outputs, clock signals required by each of
the regulator modules, failure monitoring circuitry for detec-
tion and identification of failure conditions nn the input power
line, and buffer circuits for the overvoltage and undervoltage
detectors in the output regulators. As shown in Figure 1, the
fire modules are mounted on a plate structure and interconnected
by a main-frame distribution chassis. under full load, the power
	
.,	 supply dissipates 98.x- W, most of which is distributed to space- 	 ?,j,
craft supporting structure via the module carrier baseplate.
Thermal dissipation breakdown is:
`	 Input Module (AI)	 23.8 W
+5-V output regulat.^r (A2)	 ^ 13.7 W
	
'	 +15-V output regulator (A3)	 21:1 W
-15-V output regulator (A4)	 21.1 W
+28-V output regulator {A5) 	 18.7 W
In accordance with Phase I of the study contract, a detailed
thermal analysis was performed on this baseline design. Environ-
mental temperatures taken from study predictions far Space Tug
were considered to represent a typical appli!:ation for this power
supply, in the `Tug mission, the temperature extremes are:
Isothermal panel (spacecraft
equipment mounting surface}	 +4.4 to 32.2°C
R^^^iation environment 	 -173 to +22°C
A mathematical model was devised to represent physical inter-
	
.	 relationships in terms of conductivity, surface finish, view
factors, and internal heat generation. Internal temperatures
were computed far 371 nodes. Table 1 summarizes some of these
results.
Analyses results show marginal ar e^ccessive temperatures at
several places in the power supply, especially in the input
module, where the combination of high power dissipation of
printed circuit {PC) board-mounted parts and inadequate thermal
paths to the baseplate resulted in temperatures above 160°C.
This temperature prediction is for the maximum average PC-board
temperature under hot ambient environmental conditions. Exces--
live case temperatures were also predicted for capacitors and	 -
chokes embedded in the input filter module in the input module
assembly.
The output regulator modules exhibited better temperature can-
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Predicted Temperatures, C°	 (F°}
Hot Ambient Cold ,Ambient
INPUT k10buLE Al
FC Board AZ 2.046 163	 (325) Z52	 {306)
FC Board A2 2.046 171	 (340) Z61	 {322)
FC Board A4 4.].23 1.73	 (343} Z63	 {325}
Filter FL1 1,6 60	 (140) 31	 (8$)
Filter FL2 Z.G 58	 (136) 29	 (S4)
Transformer T1 0.6 52	 {126) 23	 (73)
Transistor QZ 7.9 58	 (136} 30	 ($6}
.Lnput Filter; A5
Choke L3 Z.2 1.07	 (225) 79	 (Z74)
Choke L2 1.2 106	 (223) 78	 (172)
Choke L1 1.2 99	 (210) 71	 (ZGO}
Capacitors CZ-^C4 0.8 102	 (21f) 74	 (165)
auTFUT IzaDULE A3
FC Board Al 2.273 80	 (i76) 58	 (Z36)
EC Board A2 0,95G 72	 {1G2) 48	 (118)
Transistor QZ 4.56 63	 _(1.45) 34	 (93}
Transistor Q2 4.6^ 59	 (13$) 31	 (88)
Traz^.sformer T1 0.15 56	 (133) 28	 (82)
Transformer T2 0.15 54	 fZ29) 26	 i79)
Transformer T3 1.8 59	 (Z38) 31	 {88)
Chore LZ 0.95 56	 (133) 27	 (8Z)
Diode CRZ 2.8 74	 (165} 46	 (115)
Mode CR2 2.8 74	 {Z65} 46	 (Z15)
d
J
A revieca of the overall prototype packaging has led to the fol-
lowing conclusions:
1) Output regu.latar packaging density is nearly optimum, con-
sidering part geometry, cost factors related to fabrication
and assembly, and thexmal and structural requirements. About
85% of the enclosed volume is structure, parts, wiring, or
clearance space. Attempts to repackage existing circuits
saved little volume, without resorting to expensive high-
density packaging far PC-board•-mounted parts.
2} The input module could be repackaged with soma volume savings
because it contains spare room for PC boards and unused
chassis volume. Because of excessive temperatures predicted
by the thermal analysis, any redesign must lower the tempera-
tures by redistrib;iting major dissipators and better heat
sinks.
3} The carrier baseplate to ^•^hich the modules and main-frame
chassis are bolted distributes structural and thermal loads
to the paver supply/spacecraft mounting interface. The plate.
is machined with numerous grooves or slots on its outside
surface, which improves conduction to the air for ground oper-
ation and reduces the raeight of the 0,98--cm (3/8-in.) plate.
However, its structural and thermal load--distribution effi-
ciency is poor from a weight standpoint, especially for space-
craft applications. By combining the main frame with the
carrier plate in a manner that minima.zed thermal gradients
from the spacecraft structure to poYaer supply modules, a sig-
nifican#: weight savings might be realized without pena^.izing
thermal performance.
4) With the placement of modules and main frame over the carrier
plate, it is necessary to disassemble the power supply to
bolt the carrier to its spacecraft mounting surface and then
reattach the modules individually. This is an unnecessary
burden an spacecraft integration and increases the probability
of inadvertent interchange of output modules or improper
alignment of the modules as installed on the spacecraft. For
spacecraft integration and maintainability, a mounting scheme
in which the gataer supply assembly represents the lowest re-
glaceable unit (LRLT} , with shop--replaceable individual modu--






From the_ prototype evaluation, two modifications to the paver
supply design appeared to show the most promise in attaining the
objectives of reduced weight and size. First, by seek^.ng more
efficient heat removal techniques for the major dissipators, the
module structural design might be optimized. Secondly, by inte-
grating the input module c^.rcuits, power distribution filtering
functions and supporting stxucture into one main- -fxame chassis,
the packaging efficiency could be significantly improved with
resulting weight and volume reductions.
In assessing the first item (improved thermal efficiency), it
was noted that most of the dissipated thermal energy originates
from three sources: output transistors and diodes, and output
magnetics which are characteristic of transistor switching power
regulators. For the ^.5-V output regulator, some 18 W, or about
86% of tt-te total dissipated power under full load conditions,
comes from these sources. Other parts in the cnntro^. logic,
driver, and erxox amplifier circuits are insignificant dissipa-
tors. The usual practice is to chassis maurat the major dissi-
paters. This provides a high-conductance path to some ulta.mate
heat sink, which in most cases entails additional metal for heat
transfer beyond that required solely for structural purposes,
thus incurring a weight burden ftir thermal reasoxrs.
Dien using heat pipes, careful attention must be given to obtain-
ing a locr thermal impedance at heat pipe interfaces: thus, get-
ting the heat into and away from the device efficiently. For
this specific power supply app].icatian, a saddle arrangement
(Figure 2a) was devised for effecting a low thermal impedance
between the TO-3 transistor case and the heat-pipe evaporator.
The particular geometry of the TO-3 case, with its base and.
emitter leads positioned asymmetrically, allowed sufficient room
for close coupling the transistor and heat pipe via the saddle
arrangement. A similar scheme was used for coupling the stud--
mourited poser diodes to the heat pipes (Figure 2b) .
C.	 HEAT-PIPE OPERATION
To emphasize its simplicity and inherent gotential for reliable





























	 offered. The basic heat-pipe structure (Fig. 3) cansists of a	 ^^
sealed tubular container enclosing a wick structure for capillary
Elate of the liquid added to saturate the wick. With the appli--
cation of heat, some liquid vaporizes and flows to a cooler re- 	 =;
gion, where it condenses. 'phe taick returns the condensate through 	 ,
capillary pumping action. Evaporation, condensation., and pumping
of the liquid in a capillary taick are used to continuously trans-
fer latent heat of vaporization, from ane region to another without 	 -
external aids. Furthermore, due to the heat pipe ' s uniform con-
structi .an, it doesn s t matter which region is used for evaporation 	 }
or condensation.
Heat Out	 Heat Iii
Heat Out	 +- ..	 Heat In
Fig^^e 3 Basic Heat-Pipe Structure
The process is essenta.ally isothermal for moderate lengths be-
cause the vapor pressure drop between the evaporator and con-
denser is small. With a properly designed heat pipe, the temper-
' ^
	
	 afore gradient bettaeen the heat source and heat sink can be very
low, especially when compared with solid -metal conduction methods.
Conduction of the O . fi4--cm (0.250-in.} diameter heat p3 .pe consid^
Bred fox' integration in the modular power supply design is about
20 times greater than that of a solid copper rod of the seine size,
yet weighs only about one--fourth as much.
II-8
i
Aepending largely on the compatibility of materials employed, 	 -
heat pipes are potentially very reliable devices. For the power
	
.;
supply application, rre selected a heat pipe constructed of 300
r ^	 series stainless-steel., a staa^r^J.ess--steel fe^.t wa.cking structure,
and methanol working fluid. Heat pipes using this combination of
4	 materials have been successfully life tested by Hughes Aircraft
for continuous periods of more than 22,000 hours at "'l10°C and 	 ^.'
are considered prime candidates for use on current space programs.
Similar constructions using.ammon^.a as a working fluid have been 	 ^ ^.
operated without failure for more than 44,000 hours. 1	^
Heat pipes have been successfully employed in many spacecraft
applications, including the EREP 5-191 experiment on Skylab and
	 `{
communication equipment cooling on classified D4â spacecraft.
Hughes has developed a traveling-wave-tube amplifier (TWTA) under
NASA Contract NAS1--10417 fax use on the Space Shuttle progxa^n.
"	 It employs several stainless--steel/methanol heat pipes to advan-
tape to distribute concentrated heat loads of 3.46 ^rt to the base-	 _
4:
plate thermal interface.2
Because of its inherent reliability, simplicity of operation,
high thermal. efficiency in teams of weight burden, and potential
far lo^,r--cost production, we are confident that the heat pipe twill
	 "
became increasingly used to solve thermal, control problems, not
only in space applications, but also in Fart1"^-bound engineering 	 -
projects such as the Alaska pipeline. Here, heat pipes are being
considered fox maintaining the permafrost in its frozen state by
controlling heat leakage from oil pipe--line support structures. 	 ,
A description of the Hughes stainless steel/methanol heat pipe se-
lected for integration with the SLCC power supply is reproduced on
the following pages (^`ig. 4).
	
The 4-in. diameter heat pipe, reduced
in length to 5.20 in., twos considered adequate for this purpose.
The shorter length should reduce the heat pipe internal resistance
slightly, thus improving its performance in this application. 	 Fvr
space flights with zero gravity, the horizontal operation perfor- ^'
mance data can be applied for determining maximum heat transfer
capability.
^^--^---•-•^-------•-•---------^^^^^--.......-.......----------.......--....----^-^^...-
1Corrrpattibi "Litt and Reliabilitz^ of Heat Pips Materials.	 AIAA
r.^•.
Paper No. 15-660, by A. Basiulis, R. C. Prager, Hughes Aircraft
Company, Torrance, CA.
	
Presented at the ZOth Thermaphysics
Conference, Denver, CO, May 1975.
ZHeat Pipe Sz^stem fox' Space Shuttle TW^'A.	 AIAA Paper No. 73-755,
by A. Basiulis and C. M. Eallonardo, Hughes Aircraft Company,
and B. M. Kendall, NASA Langley Research Center.	 Presented at ^








Evaporator 90° Below Condenser 55 75 .	 .180. .... .... W maximum
Horizontal Operation 	 . .
	 . . 17 .	 .	 .	 25	 . fi0 . .	 . . W maximum
Evaporator 90° Above Condenser 6 ..	 10	 . 20 . .	 . . . . W maximum
Thermal Resistance	 . . 0.85 .	 .0.55. 0.42 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . °C/W
Thermal Response {to equilibrium) .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . . 50 seconds ('/4 inch diameter?
Temperature
Recommended Operating Range .	 .	 .	 .	 . . .	 . . . . . —40°C to +120°C
Recommended Temperature Limit _ .	 . . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 200°C
Radial Flux Density	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 ..	 .	 .	 l80 W/in.z
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Envelope Material	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ..	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 stainless steel
Wick Material	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 . . .	 .	 .	 .	 stainless steel
Working Fluid	 . . .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 . .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 methanol
Standard Active Length .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 6 inches
Mechanical Limits
Torque	 . . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 8 .	 .	 15	 . 125. .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .inch pounds
Bending	 ..	 ....... 4 ..	 8 60 .....	 .inch you	 ds
Tension
	 . . .	 .	 .	 .	 l OD .	 .	 .140.	 .	 .600. .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . pou^ds
Weight
	
...	 ...	 ....... 8 ..	 ll 36 ....	 .......	 grams
Seal Cover (pinch-off) 	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . .	 .	 .	 .	 . ..	 .	 .	 thermally inactive.
Caution: Do not use seal cover





















1350HQ18. 6 6.4 6.0 0.32 O.iB
1350H025.5 6.4 6,0 0.32 0.25
1350H050.6 6.4 6.0 0.32 0.50
Figure 4
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is xlx.	 REVYSED PAGI{AGZNG ]lES1GN
Y^
Ta evaluate the heat-pipe approach to thez^al coxztrol of the
output modules and its impact on size and weight, the prototype
was reconfigured as shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7. Four plug-in
output modules are supported by abase chassis containing the
.	 housekeeping circuits and power distribution wiring and connec-
tors. Within the modules, the major dissipators were grouped to-
gether around a heat--pipe which conducts the heat to the base
structure in the vicinity of ^.he assembly mounting bolts. This
`	 provides a thermal. shunt at the module/main-frame interface.-
•.	 A.	 HEAT-PIPE INTEGRATION
The output regulator was redesigx^.ed to the configuration shown
in Figure 7. The two PC board assembJ.ies remained essentially
unchanged because they follo^red good economical packaging grac-
Lice and had relatively low power dissipation, The chassis-
mounted components were repositioned i.n two columns flanking a
0.64-cm (0.25-in.) diameter heat pipe. This heat pipe extended
from the top of the output regulator down through a hale in the
chassis base and into a grooved boss in the main-frame support
chassis adjacent to the mounting boss that is the primary then-
-	 mal interface for the power supply.
To reduce the thermal gradient at the interface, a quick-release
pivoted clamping device was provided ix ► the main-frame support
chassis to increase contact pressure between the heat pipe and
main-frame chassis. The clamp is actuated by tightening a ma-
chine screw adjacent to the output regulator module mounting
screw. To distribute forces more uniformly axed greclude da;na.ge
to the heat pipe, the heat-pipe clamp was faced with an elastomer.
In the output regulator module, the two power diodes and output
transistors, which together dissigate close to 15 W, were placed
on a grooved mvunting bracket that serves as a saddle clamp for
transferring thermal. energy into the heat pipe. Clamping farces
were provided by eight fasteners tying the semiconductors and
mounting bracket securely to the module chassis. This ensured
a high--pressure thermal. interface joint with the heat pipe. The
chassis and mounting bracket grooves were sized to ensure an in-
terference fit for the heat gipe. Clamping forces caused elastic
defol-ma.tion of the bracket that allowed good thermal contact be-
tween the mounting bracket and chassis structure, thus providing
redundant thermal. paths far the major dissipaters. Ther^na.l anal-
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. `^	 conduction paths were sufficient to maa.nta.-in safe part tempera-	
i ti
tuxes. The degree of redundancy was reduced in the latest design
configuration tv maximize use of the heat pipe, reduce structural
;:	 weight, and still provide adequate backup for the heat pipe in 	
,^E
terms of thermal conduction paths.
7.^
Joint conductance was enhanced by using a thin film of thexma.l	 ,
interface compound (flaw Corning DC-3^-fl) in areas of high thermal
flux density such as heat pipe interfaces. This reduces thermal 	 ^^'
resistance to about one half that of a dry jo^.nt, With the heat
pipe pasitivned between the chassis mounted magnetics and the 	 '
output semiconductors, temperat^xe gradients ware effectively re-
duced. The major effect of add^.sag the heat pipe to this partic-
ular design wa.s to reduce maximum part teiuperatures through mare
effective removal of generated heat. It prov^.des mere uniform
temperature distribution in parts near the heat pipe. 	 '
B .	 O'f'H.ER TE^RMAh CONSIDERATZDNS
The aluminum chassis and covers were given a black anodized fin- 	 .a
ish to improve thermal. radiation and provide a durable protective
finish. The design requires a chemical film (iridite) treatment
_	 follacaed by black anodizing. After iriditing, mechanical inter-
'	 face areas (i.e., cover/chassis, faying surfaces) were masked off
tv preserve the electrically conductive finish for AFT control
bonding. Due to the relatively poor thermal conducta.an paths to
supporting structure, the use of black anodize to increase the	 _ ^
,''	 ema.ssivity for better radiant heat transfer is particularly help- 	 ^
ful for PC board-mounted parts, The prototype thermal analysis
predicted a decrease in average PC board temperature of about 8°C
far the output regulator boards and 70°C for the input module
boards by changing to ahigh-emissivity surface finish such as
black anodize.	 ^
;.
G .	 MAIN-I'R^1ME REDESIGN
'the main--frame chassis was redesigned to accommodate four plug-
,	 ^	 in output regulator modules mounted as shown in Figure b. The 	 ,'
'	 housekeeping supply, failure monitoring circuitry, buffer cir-
cuits and filter3^g previously housed in a separate plug-in ^.nput 	 i
module were repackaged and located within the main-frame assembly.
	 ^
The overvoltage and undervaltage buffer circuits were mounted on	 E:
one printed circuit assembly with the relays positioned aver heat	 '.;^
^.











inverter circuit board assembly was else xev3.sed to incozp_rate
heat sinking for the more significant dissipaters.. Chassis-
mounted parts and filtering elements weze positioned to minimize
f	 cabling and to provide short thermal paths to the chassis mount-
-
	
	 ing surfaces. guided by the thermal analysis predictions, a
modification was made to the input filter module which would re-
duce part temperatures within that module. An aluminum base
plate was incorporated in the module to support the choices and
provide better themal interface for conduction to the main-frame
chassis. Power distribution uses rectangular connectors with
both 12 and 20-gage contacts to accommodate the current require-
ments« The centralized placement of the output connector sim-
plifies internal wiring and allowed a more compact layout far the
base chassis. Rear-mounted floating chassis connectors are used
to interface with the plug-in modules. The design provides in-
terchangeable mounting positions for the mechanically identical
output modules.
In designing the main-frame structure, the load patb.s were main-
tained as short as passible. Intertial Loads mere_carried di-
rectly from the module mounting fasteners into the main-frame
side walls and to adjacent fasteners to secure the assembly to
spacecraft structure. Six i^o. 10 fasteners Caere used far assem-
bly mounting with four fasteners adjacent to the heat-pipe basses
along one side of the assembly. This promotes heat transfer ac--
cross the mounting interface. The opposite side adjacent to the
module and output connectors requires only two assembly mounting
fasteners due to.a much lower thermal conduction load. jdall
thicknesses were kept minimal to be consistent with structural
and thermal conduction requirements, by machining external
reliefs. This reduced weight without imposing undue complexity
for fabrication. The main-frame bottom cover was recessed
slightly and placed between rows of mounting bosses so that it
did not add a thermal interface between the paver supply and
spacecraft structure.
Heat-pipe conducted thermal loads were applied directly to the
main-frame s tructur? at the ground interfaces adjacent to ma,tnt-
ing bosses. Other thermal conduction paths from the plug-in
modules coincide with the major structural load paths, thus as-
suring minimum thermal gradients due to the relatively heavy
wall sections and clamped interfaces.
D .	 THI:RrfAL A'^Ai,YSIS SUr1MA^tY
A thermal model was developed fox' the reconfigured power supply.
St was analyzed for normal operation and far a failed made during














of relays ^.n the overvoltage/uadervoltage buffer circuits. En-
vironmental conditians were assumed to be those predicted for
Space Tug equipment: i.e.,^isothexmal panel mounting surface,
+32.2°C, hot case: radiata.on environment, +22°C, hot case.
Table 2 compares predicted temperatures for the baseline pro to- 	 '
type design and th.e repackaged version fox the 350-W total load
condition. For this comparison, the +15V output regulator mod--
	 ,
ule A3 i.s summarized because it represents the taarst--case output
module from a temperature standpoint,	
r
Based an the analysis predictions, the redesign poser supply
showed significant improvement in thermal performance. This re-
duced output module temperatures by more than 12°C in several
"	 areas. The predicted improvement in input electronics part tem-
peratures is even more dramatic` as shawn.by the comparison of
F	 module Al temperatures for the baseline prototype design and the
' redesigned potrer supply. The overall reduction in temperature
resulted from improved thermal conduction and radiation by re-
lacating parts and by applying a thermal control finish to pro-
mote thermal radiation.
E .	 STRESS A1+IA..LYSIS SUMI^IARY
A preliminary stress analysis was performed on the redesigned
assembly ko assure structural adequacy of the design in a dynamic
environment. An assumed load factor of 1008 was used to be re-
presentative of dynamic loading conditions which might be en-	 p
countered in its various applications. Factors of safety used
in the analysis were l.5 ultimate and 1.1 yield. Margins of
safety were calcu.Lated far structural elements using a unit
stress analysis and multiplying by the 100g load factor.	 ^
{
For khis analysis, aluminum allay 60b1-Tb51 was used as the
structural mater^.al employed. Alternate aluminum alloys con-
sidered su:i.table for use based on their stress allawahles are:
7075-T73, 2024-T6Z, 2219-T6, and 2219-T$61. If these alternate
materials t+rere selected, higher loads could be tolerated because
'	 their properties all exceed those of 606,--T653. alJ.oy.
The analysis, presented in detail as Appendix $ of this report,
examined stresses in mounting hardware and primary load carrying
members in the main--frame and output regulator chasses, deter-
mined allowable clamp loads for th.e heat-pipe, and calculated
required bolt torques for mounting assemblies and heat-pipe
clamping. The reconfigured power supply design was modified to
reflect desired changes in wall thickness where the analysis


















Predicted Temperatures, C° (F°)
Ref D^.ssipation,
Resign W Baseline Design Redesign
zNPUT riOnuL^ Al
PC Beard Al ^..D46 163
	 (325) 83	 (181)
PC Board. A2 2.046 3.71	 {340) 83	 (18i)
PC Board A4 4.123 173	 (343) 84	 (183)
F31ter FI.,1 1.6 GO	 {140} 51	 (1.24}
Filter FL2 1.6 58	 (136) 50	 (122)
Transformer Tl 0.6 52	 (125) 41	 (106)
Transistor Q1 7.9 58	 {1.36) 52	 (126)
Input Filter: AS
Choke L3 1.2 la7	 {225) $5	 (185)
Ghoke L2 1.2 l06	 (223) $7	 (1.89)
Chake L1 1.2 99	 (210) 82	 (1$D)
Capacitors C1-3C4 D,$ 3.02	 (216) 84	 01.83)
OUTPUT REGULATOR A3
PC Board {avg) Al 2.173 8D	 (176) 62	 (144)
PC Board (avg} A2 0.956 72	 (162) 58	 (13&)
Power Transistor Q1 4.65 63	 (l45) 56	 (1.33)
Power Transistor Q2 4.65 59	 (138) 56	 (1.33}
Transformer Tl 0.15 56	 (3,33) 49	 (120)
Transfarmer T2 0.15 54	 (129} 49	 (120)
Transformer ^'3 3..80 S9	 (138) 50	 (122)
Cholce Ll 0.95 S6	 (3.33) 49	 (I20)
Power Diode GRl 2.$ 74	 (165) 62	 (144)
Power Diade CR2 2.8 74	 (16S) 62	 (144}











Typical margins of safety and factors of safety are listed in
-	 Table 3.
Table 3
Calculated Safety Factors and Margins of Safetz^ far the SLCC
Pou^e:^ Sups 7^
Module mounting bolt, tension	 MS = -H0.3^.
Module end walls, tensi.an` 	MS = -1-0.26
i^lodule base, compression	 M5 = +1..65
Module gussets, tension	 MS = -i^i7.44
Module gussets, shear	 MS = +0.50	 ,.^'.-
Module saeb behind heat-pipe	 ^3 = 1.22
Main-frame chassis bendwng	 3.'S = 5.4
P1U C111il;C. t-1VLiti l.:V L_i1G 4G51^11 ^l.LLI.0 4lLC dlldl^l^1^ WciS }1C,.1U1[11C C1 .LLl^
elude: (l) the addition of a center support for the main-frame
bottom cover, and (2} reinforcement of the main--frame chassis top
surface to grovide added stiffness and better dynamic decoupling
between these structural. members and the mainframe circuit board
assemblies.
IIT--9
A,	 FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
Machined deta^.ls were fabricated from aluminum alloy 605E-T651 in
the engineering model shop using conventional machining processes.
7n addition to the basic chasses, there were numerous covers, heat-
pipe clamps, and mounting brackets to fabricate and process. The
parts were iridited, masking was applied at the cover and connec-
tors Paying surfaces to assure electrical grounding at those in-y
terfaces, and a blacic anodize treatment was performed. During
the chemical processing of the output module chasses, some acci-
dental reduction in wall thickness occured. This resulted in
these chasses being on the low side of their dimensional toter--
ances. However, their structural adequacy and thermal capability
were not considered to have been jeopardized.
The printed circuit boards ware supplier fabricated as were the
ina.gnetics used throughout the power supply assembly. Acceptance
test criteria was provided far the magnetics supplier to assure
proper performance of the transformers and chokes.
Electrical parts used in the assembly were military rated where
schedule and cost germitted. Reduced reliability level parts
(i.e., resistors and capacitors) were purchased to avoid sires- 	 }live costs where minimum quantity procurement requirements would
cause an unreasonable expenditure on this contract. 	 ^
Assembly and checic-out of the individual modules and main-frame
were performed in the engineering laboratory facilities ^,rithout
difficulty. Output voltages far the l5-V housekeeping supply
and output regulator modules ware adjusted far nominal operation.
The units performed within design. tolerances over the full rated
load range.	 ^
,^
Subsequent to thermal vacuum testing, the circuit boards were	 -'
conformal coated with a urethane material to provide added pro-
.	 ^	 tection to the parts for future dyna-nic testing anticipated for 	 -
the assembly at MSFC. Photographs of the hardware are sho^cm in
Figure 8 through 12. The photographs illustrate the easy acres-
sibility afforded to most parts by the design with the covers







































^^^LIC;;'^TAL PACE IS POOR
:.^
Figure 9 l9ain Frame Assembly raith One l^loduZe
',	 _	 :^`^
Figure 10 Main Frcune 1"nternaZ i/ieu^
^^
F?,;gore 11 Semiconciu^tor mounting, Clutput Regulator
Figure 12 Circuit-Board Assemblies, Output Regulator
Iv-4
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B.	 THRRMAL VACWM T^STTNG
After integrating the four plug-in output regulators with the
maa.n--frame assembly and assur^,ng normal. operation during bench
tests, an envr.ronmental test was performed in the thermal-vacuum
testing facility under conditions simulating the proposed Space
Tug an-board equipment.
Thermocaugles were installed on the unit at locations indicated in
figures 13 and 14. Four sensors were used for each, output module
and six were installed on the main frame assembly. In addition
to the above, thermocouples monitored cold plate inlet and out-
let temperatures and internal radiation shroud temperature.
The mounting surface of the controlled cold-plate in the vacuum
'	 chamber was maintained at 32.2°C {90°^') and operating pressure
was reduced to <10-5 Corr. To simulate the thermal radiation
environment, the chamber internal. shroud trhich surrounded the
test article was held to 21 °C (70 °F}. Approximately 1.5 hours
of continuous operation at rated load were required to achieve
essentially steady-state conditions.
k'or this test, the power supply was operated in excess of rated
load for six hours. Two runs of 2.5 hours each were made trith
the cold-plate temperature at 32.3°C (90 °F}. One additional
test run taas made with the cold-plate temperature increased to
49 °C (120°^') . Potaer measurements trere made by measuring current
and voltage at the potoer supply input bus and at each output
load bank. Remote sense leads from each output regulator were
attached at the load banks far proper output voltage regulation.
The loads were adjusted for rated output power for each of the
four output regulator modules. Table 4 lists power measurements
taken at the external 2$-V source and at the load banks. These
readings remained essentially constant throughout the thermal-
vacuum test.
Table 4 Thermal--vacuum Test--EZec^rieaZ hleasurerr,snts
Volts, do Amps Watts
Power Supply Tzxput 28.31 17.6 494.7
Output Regulator Module A2 4.99 9.8 48.9
Output Regulator Module A3 15,04 6.6 1.00.0
Output Regulator Module A4 15 .Ol 6 ,6 99.1
Output Regulator Module A5 28.01 3.6 100.$
Correcting far distribution Losses through the vacuum chamber
penetration conn.ectars ar^d associated cabling (bettaeen the test
article and the external instrumentation}, the power supply in-
put and output conditions experienced at its connector interfaces
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Volts, do Amps Watts
rawer Supply Input 26.6 17.6 46S
Output Regulator Module A2 5.84 9.8 57,2
Output Regulator Module A3 15.61 6.6 103.$
Output Regulator Module A4 15.5$ 6,6 102.5
Output Regulator Module A5 2$,32 3,6 101.9
Distribution ,lasses amounting to 26.7 W of input power and 1b,9
W of output power were calculated as I 2R power loss in the cables
and penetration connectors between the unit under test and the
instrumentation external to the chamber. Average resistance was
determined to be O.OS6 ohms per power distribution circuit.
In reviewing the fast results, it was apparent that generally
higher temperatures were experienced during the test than. pre-
dicted by analysis. Table 6 compares measured results with
analysis predict^.ons .
^.'he differences in measured versus predicted temperatures can be
partially explained by the greater thermal dissipation under
test; 102.3 W experienced versus the nominal 92.4 W dissipat^.on
used in the analysis. The increased thermal load resulted Pram
driving the power supply at higher than rated output levels.
Some exceptions to the generally higher temperatures were noted
in the input circuitry. ^.`he revised layout of the housekeeping
supply circuit boards incorporating heat sinking for selected
parts resulted in board surface temperatures of 51°C versus a
predicted 65°C. In addition, the redesign of the input filter
module incorporating a heat sinking base for thermal control of
the input filter chokes and capacitors reduced temperatures from
a predicted $5°C to less than 43°C.
peals part temperatures in the output regulators were observed at
the stud-mounted output diodes. Heat from the diodes is mostly
conducted to the base
-plate via the semiconductor mounting bracket
and heat-pipe with redundant thermal paths exisL-ing at the mount-
ing bracket/chassis interface. Conduction is strongly influenced
by machining tolerances at these interfaces and the particular
fiC of the 1-ieat pipe in the machined grooves provided by the
clamping arrangement. In comparing the test results for the two
15V output modules, A3 and A4, lower temperatures were noted for
the output diodes and transistors of module A4, although by anal-
ysis they should be the same. Examination of the hardware showed
a better fit betc,reen the mounting bracket, heat pipe, and chassis
fax module A4 as compared with A3. This could account far the
difference in the temperatures observed. Module A3 represented
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^,
by minimizing the redundant conduction paths at the mountzx^.g
bracket/chassis interface. Since the heat pipe has sufficient
capacity to handle the 15 W load without the redundant thermal
paths, the temperature difference Laas l^.mzted to about 6°C with,
the highest part temperatures rema^.ning below 72°C.
_	 Tab ^e 6







Mounting Surface 39 ^b
A3 Heat Pipe Clamp 42 ^rl
A4 Heat P^.pe Clamp 4^1 41
PC Board A3 51 78
Input Filter Base 41 34
S-volt Module, A2
Output Transistors 63 48
Output Diodes 52
PC Board Al 57 54
PC Board A2 63 54
15-volt Module A3
Output Transistors G4 56
Output Diodes 7l bl
PC Board Al bl 62
PC Board A2 61 58
15-volt Module A4
Output Transistors S6 56
Output Diodes 66 61
PC Board Al 69 62
PC Board A2 66 58
28-volt Module A5
Output Transistors 67 55
Output Diodes 65 55
PC Board Al 63 62









	 SUPPT^EMENTAL THERMAL ^IACUUM TEST
To evaluate the effect of an increased mounting plate temperature
on the potrer supply, the cold-plate was controlled at 4^9°C, up
Pram 32.2°C. Shroud temperature was maintained at 22°C and cham-
ber pressure was 5.8 x 10. -6 tarr. The electrical input and out-
put power conditions were maintained at the same level described












A3 Heat Pipe Clamp 57
A4 Heat Pipe Clamp 57
PC Bcard A3 b4




PC Board Al 67




PC Board Al 72




PC Board Al SD




PC Board Al 74
PC Soard A2 b3
Note that although the mounting plate temperature ^, 	 wised
"'17°C, the average observed part temperature increase in the
modules was only 11.7°C. This is partially the result of in-
creased heat transfer by thermal radiation to the shroud due to
higher power supply surface temperature relative to shroud tem-
perature. In effect, the black anadixed finish applied to pro-
mote radiant heat. transfer reduced internal thermal conduction
gradients by causing a greater portion of the dissipated power
to be radiated to the shroud. In addition to the increased ther-
mal radiation, the heat pipe thermal. resistance is reduced with
higher heat sintt temperatures. This improves heat pipe per-
formance by about 15%.
During the supplemental test, the maximum observed part temper-
ature was "'34°C above the mounting plate temperature, reaching
a high of t^3°C at the output diodes of module A3. This would
indicate that far reliable operation, the environmental maximum
of 5D°C mounting plate and 32°C ambient as a combined environ-




Reducing the cold-plate temperature would allow an increased
amba.ent. The converse would also be true. Tv tolerate higher
combined environments, additional mounting surface or improved
thermal conduction would have to be :incorporated as a design.
change.
SJRZGHT AND VOLiFME SAVINGS
The compl.^ted power supply, as tested, weighed 6.35 kg (X^+ lb) .
this represents a 441 reduction in weight from the prototype de-
sign estimated to c•^eigh 25 lb for equivalent thermal performance.
Z'he effective use of heat-pipes to improve thermal conduction,
and better util^.zatian of the ma^.n-frame chassis were the two
major factors instrumental in achieving the taexght savings. wary
ef.^'art Yaas made to eliminate unnecessary structural material in
the chassis design and to seek efficient thermal conduction paths
and simplified caire routing. These all contributic^d to our exceed-
ing the design goal in weight reduction. The po^; •er supply volume
was reduced to 51b6 cm3 (315.2 in. 3 ) from the original 6738 cm3
(411.1 in. 3) for a 23.3% reduction in size. Further minaturiza-
tian caould entail major changes in packaging techniques such as
cordwood modules to achieve higher densiL-y which, although fea-
sible, would adversely affect unit cost and seriously compromise
maintainability. The present design employes law-cost tsaa-sided
printed circuit boards Ya.^th full accessibility far fault isola-
tion and repair at the part level which normally rESU1ts in low-










V .	 CONChU5I0i^ A13D RECOMMENDATIONS
This design study and development effort t-as undertaken to im-
prove the packaging design of a prototype standard spacecraft
power converter by reducing taeight and size and assuring struc-
tural and thermal design adequacy for reliable space flight usage.
The results have shoran that, by careful integration of heat--pipes
and ecanomical use of structural material we can realize signif-
icant weight and volume savings and imprave the averall thermal
performance. Lora-cost heat-pipes, available as off-the-shelf
hardware, were employed to mare efficiently manage the heat dis-
sipated in the output regulators. This provides lotaer part tem-
peratures with added advantages^in reliability and expanded en-
vironmental capability.
The techniques described in this report were successfully employed
in constructing and testing a modular 35fl td pataer supply which tans
44^% lighter and 23% smaller than the first prototype design, based
an equivalent thermal performance. The unit caas designed to meet
anticipated environments of Space ?'-1g potaer candit^aning equipment
tahich was considered typical of the many applications in which
this unit may be used.
,.
There are no significant changes 'in the pacicagi .ng design to recam-
mend at this time. The thermal vacuum rest results verified ther-
mal design adequacy far the specified Space Tug environments. The
structural design adequacy is to be verified in vibration testing
at kLSI'C in the near future. Minor improvements in packaging de-
sign, such as increasing the modu^ .e thickness by 0.25 cm {0 .l in.}
to facilitate magnetics fairing should be incorporated when ath^r
changes are deemed necessary. Unit fabrication costs can be re-
duced by employing production fabrication techniques such as in-
vestment casting for chassis details. If the required quantities
,justify the tooling casts, the design can be easily adapted to































-	 t3. T, Perreault







This report summarizes the techni.caZ analysis performer :•.Sd
includes sketches and tabulated data necessary to describe pre-
























Appendix A - Thermal Model - Nodal Breakdown
Appendix B - Conductors
Appendix C - Program Control and Power Dissipation
Appendix D - Temperature Summaries
Appendix E - Complete Temperat^^re Listing - Relays OFF, Nax-stal PC
Board Conductance in Input Electronics
Appendix F - Complete Temperature Listing - R.elays ON, Normal. PC
Board Conductance in Input Electronics
Appendix G - Complete Terperature Listing - Relays OFF, Increased
PC Board Cond;iceance in Input Electronics
Appendix H - Complete Temperature Listing - Relays ONs Increased















Purpose - This report documents the thermal analysis performed on
the MSFC Power Sugp ly Assembly, SKI, 3179901.
1.2 Scope - This report contains results of the analyses conducted to
determine the thermal characteristics of the SKL3179901 PoYaer
Supply in Space Tug. This Power Supply is a re-packaging design of
the 0/R Modules, the Input Module, and the main frame chassis
support structure for another MSFC Power Supply Assembly, 28956050.
The redesign includes some structural optimization in the 0/R Modules.
The major innovation and improvement, however, teas deleting the
Input Module and placing its electronics {Input Electronics) in the
main-frame chassis support structure.
1.3 Results - A summary of part temperatures for the Input Electronics
and far the 0/R Modules is contained in Appendix D. The environ-
ment in all cases is the application hot environment.
All temperatures are acceptable. Although the temperatures are goad
at the capacitors in the Input Electronics filter module, it would
be an improvement to reduce them, This can easily be done by includ-
ing some simple heat sinking in the module,
1,4 Power Dissipation - Total power dissipation in a non-failed mode is
92,385 watts, Total power for all 0/R Modules failed was 95.973
watts, 'Fhe difference results from turning on four relays in the
Input Electronics that control power co failed 0/R Modules.
No attempt was made to simulate any failed power condition within
any of the O;R Modules. A breakdown of dissipations used in the
thermal model is included in Appendix 1l. Listed below are the total
dissipations for the individual modules.
Input Electronics 20,1F,7 Fdatts Normal, 23,7SS Watts Failed
0/R Module {+ 5V) A2 13,121. Watts
0/R Module {±lSV) A3 20,4^?9 ldatts
0/R Module {±1SV) A4 20,499 Watts
0/R Module {+28V) A5 18,099 Watts
1.5 Environment The temperatures for the environment were taken from a
study that was reported in Space Tug Thermal Control, document number
DiCR74147 (Contract NAS8-2960), September 1974, The system thermal
control that was used in this study included isothermal panels with
heat pipes and thermal control shutters, The power supply mounts on
an isothermal panel..
Maximum temperatures occur while Tug is still inside Shuttle, prepar-
ing to be unloaded, Minimum temperatures occur about 30 hours later.





	 -173°C to 22°C
A-4
For the analyses, the radiation environment was changed to 26.7aC to
make it compatible with a vacuum test chamber.
l.6 Thermal Model ^ In order to solve for internal temperatures within
the several modules, a 4D4 node math model was generated to mathemati-
cally duplicate the physical, relationships in terms of conductance,
surface finish, view factor, and internal heat generated. See Appendix
A for sketches of the Nodal Breakdown and see A endix B for a descri -Pp	 P
tion of the Conductors. Appendix C contains program control and Bower
dissipation data,
The following information illustrates how the conductance parameters
were program^aed.
Solid Conduction
za,	 s,9,	 s6. ^ 0.^^5 ^ o.9/2.s /4l.
Node	 Node	 KTW/L/C
No.	 Linkages
Where: K = Thermal Conductivity (BTU-Ft/Ft2-Hr-Fo)
T = Thickness (in)
W = Wa.dth {in)
I, = Path Length {in)




Where: G =Contact Conductance (Watts/oF)
Radiation




Where: E = Emissity
F = View Factor
H = Height {in)
W ^ Width (in)
C l= Conversion factor (in2 to ft2}
C2= Conversion factor (BTU/Hr to Watts)
Note: Sigma = Stephan-Holtzman radiation constant
(O.l7l x 1D-8 ) is input as a constant
elsewhere in the program.
1.7 Discussion of Results - The current power supply design incorporates
heat pipes in all the O/R Modules. The heat pipes provide thermal
shunts between the heat sinks for hi ;h power parts in the. 0/R Modules
and the supporting chassis.
The main frame supporting chassis has been modified to house the
input electronics that were previously in a separate module.
In the event that an 0/R Module should fail, a relay in the Input
Electronics is energized. As a worst case analysis, all four of
these relays in the Input Electronics were turned on, with no adjust-
ment of power dissipation in the 0/R Modules.
Analyses were run with the relays off and an. PC Board temperatures
in the Input Electronics were somewhat high, so the. conductances on
the boards were changed, analytically, and the analyses re-run. The
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._.^? i.^5_^s-z?_r_5 5.7 A .	 S_fi_:^ S_,^ 5^s^'5_s.._'^^, ^:._, 	 _..
^	 BgTTOM COVE^i
511 RR,71i 9fi.#1.70*.fib/.90/41.
_ . __.. _	 521 _71:72.s^Z:_73, 7:317!f:?6.+^z.5.0#.F45JZ.614.3,..._ ---- .. .
53• 75,7F.,	 7Rr7 Q • ^7fi.^3.50#.^16/F.6/41.
54, 75,77,	 77 i 7A. y5.+^3:.5!1#R45/1,3/41.
55^ ^	 f+0.fit.R1,A?vR^.^^,ab^ #^^SQ^_[]_f.l9„(^/41,
561 711751	 74179, Q5.#1.5U#.05/3.0/41.
57r 72i76s 7397 f3. 46.#3.Q0^► .06/3.07`41.^
_ ^ ._^__._^8..:._7.5a3.Os__79 i ^33a_--.. _ ._. _ 96:#>L^_Qi►^f^.51^"..21-41^ :.-----





60, AO.H4 i	 R3+^?7, y5.#I.SO^+.OFi/]..1/41.




C	 hTTAGU cr^JF^ Tf+ C'^s.^SrtS	 Y
C	 NOT ILl tlrl'pnTFff
fits FiB,lf 7?+ ti-, 73,7, 7^t-r14^ 77x45	 ^
74,?7, 44f3b+ n 5 +3 F1 + Rf^+42f 87,44+ ^.6?^ 	 1C	 ATT4CH FILTER FRC;ME TO r;r1VtR
t,3, 5'x,75, 5R,fln, Q.FFS
C	 RSSUME+I ri1^^^l^CTn v C F S f}°^t lnl p llT '^b gU1F PC 4(lARiiS
C	 k4TCN T*1FSF !lkli2j4(, Pr ccnat^rl l4YClE1T ^	 #	 #	 ^	 #	 #	 is	 ^
10-1f 1n1+16S`, 1R3,.7^^f 1'(?,17 n, 1r4s17^
	ann.#.o4?^ 1Fn. 7 /o.^ /41.	 i
1n?, 171,143, 17?+I y3,i73f195f 174,144, 175,145
..	 -	 rnn. #,.nn^7#4^,G^/ n ,4/41.	 I ,
C	 at7nRn GTn,lnOFFS .. ^(!^1—TF. ^!_>JMIN + IM ^.3 rll1, .15 ina	 ^
Gas•! loz, ^.,n,1n5 . 1,1^9,1s 4F.++.n53/.0/ul.
C	 USF_ 7 aLAfFp Tslill: r'.tl! E^ t7F .:13 n1A'=ETFl2 AT FnCH CC1^tNFR
C	 FOR Tk1 RC1l,G!^ fHF au,dFn t;ClNffllCTANCE
GE C! 1Q4,4 - ,^+1 43,1697,1+ 7. /Ins,
_	
_.-.r,F^ 1n^,i+n+1R1,1+1 p^+i4 n^r5-?-5	 -
rE^ 14^,4,^,]u4,1,14'^,1, 4.^i75




GEN i0^,4fn+It^3+(`r1Q7flf	 ann.#.pt127#.93#,04/? n n /41.
110+ 175,16?, 1.^
_	 ...	 lg„3,. 155-,.14?, .n^.^n^n.75/nr4lal.
134, 1^a3.1^ n +	 .^+^'.kr!#a.3n/n,2/41.
13+• 154f1 R 2f	 .+'#.^^^'u.3r1/n.?/al.
13^+ 1+}i+14?.;	 .P.^-,51t^^.n/e12/[F1 •
1.37+ 142f143+	 .H^'.P11#4.fi/.12/4I.
13Fis 141v14-2,	 aFlik .7a 	 /.60/4] .
_. ^_—___1 ao . s a a, Y ^'3
-^c- .Flt-•-7^ ---- -.G.. E.[31 ±^1 ^- - - -GFfiI 14D,as^,]41,1,1^•^ai, .R+.9+1 .3f.?Sif4i,
C=EM 1[f1s^fQ+14].,1,1^F^ y l, .F.i,.8+0.4,11.1'41.
GFiv lk?,'^,n^lk-l+ia147,1+ .8,.5s4.C^,0.3{f$l.
GEN 14a,9,Q+14T,1+15A,1, ?.n0 „^+.^I.,.tln5,1,1#41.
11.4+14i,I4R+ 148+144. 150,151, 151x15?+ 2nn.;}.x1419/1./?_,/41..
^ _^ ._..--_pnt^^lt^RTk1. SCRF'^ AT.TaCH^IE!^T FD€2. I1+kPUT E'.^LTt?R ^4i^f]E1LF
145, i^4.156, •^liEa`44.3/• ?/41.
147, 1^4f +1f 1tiF, 5?., .1^
148, 1^T, 14, .53
144, 1Fb+ 17+ .E,?S
15:1, 153, ^?, 15k, 	 1, 15^if 3s 158,24. li.62R 	 '
_---- -- 
1x4- l^s-, 1 t^K,	 _	 -,R# 1 ^sf^..71, 7IA1 . .. 	 ^ .	 _	 '
2Qi, ?41+?4 q + P3j,23F+ 341,344, 331+33' x , 441s t+E+'1, ^i31,53fi	 -
541,544 , 4^1,4^^,	 ^.p
. - _-. -.. GEN ?.!1?.r4^^+?31,!1,,3?+1 s96.s.OFif3.e^,?.7^'!+1•
GEN 3n?, 4,11v331tn+33^s1sQF..e.05s9+{Is2.7^'41.
GEE! 4na,4,^1+4314,43,1+4^,.+.05+9.odP.7#41.




.. .. _ GEN !►.(13,4a-0+[s41af1,44?s1+9.S.,.(1^io3w.of?.74411
GEN 543+4+^1,^i^lsx1,54?f 1,9F,,r.O^,+:1.4+?.7+f41.
GEl^1 ?04.+?a4+24.1,0, 24'x+1+96.+.46+1s0,?.^0#41.











rGEhr ^a^}^,^, n, aaFsbr9a7,1.a4...pF,.l.nr?.4,'141.




GEN ?OK, 4, 0,?41+1U[l,a4^„lnn`.SA.A.ffhv4.^1•A.?•^41.
t;Erd ?07,risnf^91,7A rir ry3a,lf1n,^5.,.4hr /F.r1r^.?+E i+l.
t;FN F[la,?9+1,^'1'^.^e^.?r^,^^3,[rr11,^5.s.(1K.1.9,^.0•^^1.
f;E' r+l ^4pf?rnf^9Ufnnr}f?93f`143 f4rJ'.9.Cf'' :j.4f2.0^41.
GEN ^[1A,^,ns4a?,n^iFf, ri^^ ,gnl,aFi.f.4fille04?..P^'4l.	 ^^








{iF ►,I =^lnr'+,nr^1'k,n,^11f]r 2nn.f.'IGa7 r.[I ?,a^^,i:41.
{?H.^ }1 i, rFr^. a^lr f',^ a a9 !_r^ n!^., al} n27 f. n ?, ^m ^'i^ ts 1-.
i:E".t 'ill+^+r^f321 r^, a 7 ? ,1 r^^J9.r,On^7,.9^f?.S^'41..
GEN 411,4, n,^. at,rl,^.a^,>.,ann ,s.0[yrl,.A2,?.541.
C7EN '3i1,4fr19r]?1,1}!„5P?YL12+1[1.9.{10279.[129'^',.5•^ri-1.
GE^r z1?e+4.1Of275s1U0s279,1U0s.46,.l.Qfisl.a4D,_1^.7#41.
G Fr. ! ?la,+,n,? 73,1.111, 77^+f3.+ln,a6.,.4K.1.g0,1.7#4^1.











GEN ?^^,^.,nf^a5,1^1 r1. ^^4^rinn,a6.,.4K,1.7,4.R^•41.
GF_n! P2Kf4v^.,aa5s1!1`1,^7^s1^^,^1,,,.tfK,l.?eti.^t•^41.
. GEN 227f ►^ rnr2A•3s3Q0s^°4114]!] e^?£a.l.4 •^rl.•6e1.r3#kl.
GEN ?2 A ,49^s290s1R4,?91,1(1 [1r96.s,46s1.i59{leFi^tal.
GEN 2PQr4rr1r7QU,1{iU9^RU,lr1o,96.r.46rinb,4.8#41.






--. SfEi^^F,^.!r 9 7 s 2.fl r^ s 1 Q U.^ ? 84.l1_itn^.95...s^9^[l...H.s_..7^^f^? .. --• --
CF^ I ?37,4f!1,?^'„1[^[1r^74-,]n!1s45.f.0'^s+l.k+.7ri^'^il,
GEi•r ?3Rfri,^s? Q^3., lonf?R3,lrfnr9Fi.,.4i4,p.+^ri.4 #41.




GEN 441f4f [1rk7291, 472,1:.6?5
_ r^t^ ^,4i 
.!,-,,ns52.E.ai1^- 57^.91._.^f925M___




rEN ?4^y4 y nx^1? y l.	 '^7?.1..5?S
GF_'N 44aa4,n+^+1.^_,1, 	 /i7P+l±.Fad'+
C+FR ^i[i7g4y f}9 ril?,ls	 R7?^ls.ai?^J
GEhi ?4:^s4 yn r?^^ • ls ?7?x1,.647
GEt+I '14R.4a^x'^'^?,1.	 i77 y 1x.547	 '
r,FN a4a,4,nx4a?,^. f7?,1..547
GFN g4 q ,4, ny S'i?a3, ^7?y1x,647
GEN ?p4,4,n y 743,1e J7?a1x.547
	^_.__GEN..3a4.s4o13s^3G.2slx	 i71,Ia.-6 t+7- _._
gEN 444ak9t1s44?_t1a k7^a1,.54T
GEN 5^4,4x n +S r}2.1x K72yi..hl=7
._rFS^ ?45a2s n s?[.7aI • 	^R1,a,.F^-7
rF_N a r,5y 2xna^47x3x	 '^^I,3.,5k7 .
GF++^ 445a^+At4 4. 7x1a	 4Alx^..^47
	
--^-^---fs^1^:--5G•^,s?^ 4 s.^47.,^^. 	 RR-3. , 3 a ^fi1^7 __ ..	 _.
GEnI ?4^„4silya57,I4ns^4?,10+1, 0.35
GEN 345 s4sQ+ ?5l sl0f1s a05y lOOx d.35
	
_.__-1;EN a47,?,ny^a3.1.	 a93,n,n.1:^-.	 .
GF.rs 347s?s ny a^3,1+	 ^^'3d^on.15
GEir 447!?_ y:1 e l+^+:;x l x	 r^^3a0xd.15
.GEh .. 54Ts-2s i1i^53a3;- ri^3s0i!}..j-5 .---___ _--
GEN 74G,risrx?S7a1d0,7F39y111{1,?s,•«6^5,Ie ,1.
CEN ?5!i,4aAx?58x199a79dsl^Id y 2,x,62KS1.a1. '
f;FAI ?51«4} n ,7Sri.7l1n.94a^ 1nn x9.,,^fi^5.1,x1. .
r,^N "^'x^9rFy^,?^5.70^•^g1gl'^nx?.,.'25,1,,1.(;i=`1J :?7i a7yns?^7, 	 1,^R1,	 3, .fx47
rYEi+L-^^7-1-^^ x ^+3:^-^ _. 1 s ^Ai.}--._^.q^..5.4-7._ 	 .^---
GEN 471+?_sOx4'^7a	 lx4Al y ^s .647
GEN 571y2 x i1 +5?7v 1s SRIi 3a 4547
_ ..-- 1==^ -''i7^..+4-y d.a?45,1 nn a 797 a1 +'1^f^$^-f-.0-F4a1-+5.¢G.._g,#li.l... .--('1=N Gil'^t4tns^4E,x174a^9kelr'^x9Fi.a.QCisl.5s3.5^'41.
GFN 574x!Fyn,?97.1r;r1+?9^,inn,pb.:.d9yj.d,1.1'^41,
.._--^^-F^-`' —5-7-x+-rte+?- C3.,101}.f ? 4^ s .1-^)-d a9 ^ ' -,-^„-1-W e i ^5a-1-.£ i^, ^y,,
GE N S7+5xr+,{1s?_414x10Qy794eIr0+96n+{1.3x.379.rr'^'^41,
GEN 577x7}sny?04xIOds^?5s1nOx9fi.xd-,39.37s.47^<<1.
A>:N ..-r,.7sr.^4,nx ?A7x 1d0,^53 o1+}n47ar4/-pia .	_.__	 . ^-__
GFN 57a ,4a^+?4Zs1C^^7,^H3slr1n,7.t,l3.
GEN T'iR^,4cns aR3+34n.?46s1nn,1, ?5 	'
	
--GEC---S^l: t4^t-0a ^ ^4^s k^D i3 v ? 9 7,-1-^-tli-^.-6? S-	 —
GEN Si4?:4sdx?95x10Dxa9Ae1n0x.525	 '
GEN 5A?^4,^x^hls 10dx 7 ^^4 ^^1^4}.n/or'1S/1 n &
_^,_ -^^-E:^ -S$4^-^i^a-d ^^51. 311,.di1 y ?9a-+7-lAAi__9ltir^-v^o-1-'3 /1}T.^ .1^ •1 -r .__(;EN 5s34.,4s0, ?Qaal{3^Is^04slndx 9fi.^1.5#.19/.5A/41.
{;EN G8F.a4x^+?;14 y lUns^Q5slnn y 96,^'1.5,^.I9/.^SA/41.
------ --^E^  l—`^3s-^+^+a-0-x,2-01-3 -1.-0 d .x-? '^-.^ "=.—b-2^^.-`,!-4 ^-,r-
GEN S&Ps4 y 4sPd2xldOxPdbxldOs 4Cs.#.?$?/+8/41a
GEN 5'B p ^.G,aO y^^Obx360+?84x1 p 0a 9fi.^.28? /.9/41.
-__, --- ...I;Et+7__5g!?^:4-+dl^?dl a l d11;^113t 1-^—I-41-^+45J-19-A----- 	 -
GEN S91xk,4s7n?a1C f}x^'^?xInOx 10.^.gS/1.A
G£N 59?sr+,na?^1G,1ddx^dSxlnd, 1d.#.95/1..R
T ^....yE^ `1--^9-3a-4"s'^-s ^-i>-1-9-1-1LE+.a.? fzl-s-A-0-ll-f- ..7-.-fi L.^ -
GEN 594y4sd,?.t33sldds?61s100s.7.fi/3.
GEN 59fi x4^0a ?_dbxlO0s^67.x10Q9 7.6/3.
	









ar,FN ?;97,4,I1 e?#^+1tf0• aa P,lCrn, qt,#anE,#t.3/t.7l41.
fiEV SQR,6,:3,^PF,.3!}^I. aI3^,1 ^^1, 9fi.#.nF#1.911.7/41.
Gin 59n,k,^e?a?all}O,a p +S,I(}n, 9Ge^.,A6 # tai/1 .7/4I.
C	 T(IP ASc^^^gl,Y	 '
c;FN fin3,4ga^^.2 .nf3 74 gn x 	 1.A#.^/.I7/]:El
GE;M tifia,7*(?,:?7,fi.R g F3rRo	 1.A # .51.17/1 .A
r,FN A !1 = , ri, n ,7.a,^99x190,	 1.75#1..7.]7/l.l^
f;F'N F, p E,4,i^,	 ?,•	 ?.?75 *t^'}, r1.RiF1.3/.17/1.A
_.G^n! X80°.:4,Os 11^	 1,25^s.1.4^, .^.^	 ... _.	 ...	 . _._...._..._
-1^1-, 7P,s1^+2e 15^,1 ti '^e 1fi3,2flf	 .(aR#?+2#4.?3 3 ]44.!3.413
GFN ^?^5C?,4s^*a?I,11}17.2II,Inn, f}.55 # .C,6x3.7t4.4*144. x'3.413 ^^#F
.GEN ^2^^1, tFS4t727t1QL^,^75,100, O.Z2 # .65x3.7*4.4x144. # 3 * 413	 _
(;FN -2Fyy,4.(1,-^?],^,[1^q^lar^x7nfl. Q.1_O^FpFiFi,^.7.4.r+xi44.#^.^13
rEN -?ri^.4.^J g07 t+l rin, ?7'3, ltlr}, 7.7.^'^'.,riflq^.7,^i.4'°144.'3.41.1
__GFN..--?F.^4,4sns2?Is10Q,27Pn1QOs 0. l pir e5.6.x3..7x4^4s3. r+^r^,'^3.413 _	 ---. _ __
GPI -255s4,}7,?11x141}.^ 7'S,1 r10+ 0.1.0#.56s3e.7^4,4*144.'3.413
g^N - ?+55 * 4xt1s2I1x1C1Cx^$5v]00+ C1.3.2#.56*:^.7g4.4e144.^'3.^i-13
GE n^ -257, x+xOs?11+14Gx27 g ,3.0^x D.10+^..66x3.7m4.4s144.#?.413_
rEh? -P^R,4,r,?1].lnn.?7=^.1^}0, 7.1.2#.F+5x3.7,4.4.t44.+^9.4I3
rF.N -?5gg4.I}x711.Ir?7, ?^^i.i^[}. t.^10#.fiFis3.7,4..4,144.^'a.413
GFnI .-?70.,4,7e??igl^.?^',249,.1.^D_s. _1^.0.0#..65P'?.,^74.ff.n4.^1^?-4^e#3^413.__._^ _ ^_.w-._._
CFN -$1,2g3o0x74b+1}1{1,3R7Y100x 	 .fi5x4.bpgrF.{1{}i144.#3.413 	 .
•	 GEN --513,3x}].?4-l,ltln,3^1s14Ox 	 .^,r,,4.00x4.Uns144.#3.413
GE>+^ -517,4x9sP75s1^J0,995xOx	 .80x1.72x4^00xY44.#3*413-	 _...
GFh! -5]!3,4.7,?^?^xlt}fi,^94,4, 	.Ar?a1.7?q^.7n,t/^G-.#3.413
»52^* a n7,9R n , a31,Rnrt,	 ,aI#.19#^.[?4#4^,[)n/144../3.4-13
_....__.-}5?5_z?^3.7.x949s 231sg^9, 	 ....__._ .7q^..^5.5.#_4.,-C0^_4.^J_0114#..l^:r^13.._._--
-b27s 54-I+ g C? A + S r+SxR a R,	 .??#.19#b.i]0#4.00/14k./3.4.13




GFN ^6??g rt,'?,^^A ,lAfl a ong xfl.	 oA5#o5K,1.7a.4.g4s14Ge#9.4-1'3
GE nI-^3^,bx !}, a7 a.7n^3x'z3Aax	 Ox .t5#.lAc1.7a,4.^U.144.+E3.k13






Px'og^ant Con^xol and Powez Di.ssipati.on
A 2p
s	 s ---
RCS] '^Gn ^4ST A^4 fS l^n7n










































A 17[lK.fi #2.^R1 ^ft6
	
_^._.,	 nrSCP.EtE PARTS {]P! ?12 ^^IAS..A.4s .
[J1T1^.34't ffa l	 ^(^?






































f1^ ri1'3ls^F^	 :tW i























t^457 et ^^	 i+^4


































F1 EORtaAT^:Sx,^T^'";f'E^TATUuE rns 11ECREFS FAHRENt^F rT^<
TpRrNT
C PRI>•+T f1EJT	 TE^+ p FRA1'URPS 7^i	 f}EGRE1:5	 r,F.L5I^i5
-
-. ^----^-T-^-T--^-- . _.	 _. _ .. _ --- ---	 _----_ - -----	 -- - -----..
F [+ a lnn	 rel,	 ^F 7 n T
F T^r tk^T^°< ^ 4n.c/1.^-40.
F1^U C^NTT'^1 iE 	.
F WRT'fF^6,^<
F? Ff1R^fRTaSXr#1^E^tpERATIiRE 7tv nEGREES CE[^SIUS^t
_ _--
— s^^ r^^r-. _ .	 --	 -- ^	 -.--. -_	 _.. _ ___-_._ __M_	 _..__ __._- _
F' MTOT^*^^^T
E nc► 	 PoU
	 rt^1^	 ^iTnv
^^ _.
a -- "^ - - -
	





C	 TN ;TT AI , :t^}h1 •xA'i it^ ET N ^F I.AY C r1FF rRail iF?'d71.. PA!7gUF'f'6'DC
P.t`C1 41'TTi F ^1^T4
^C4 b Tif^ Ai ^N RFl,.nyc
^Nf} r
RCU :ir^M ;T^hT^ ^':cTa
^ ^ t .:►
PhD
RCfI :^FTMAI^ PA4tiuF'J'eGc
RCS iT f Tl.^: '^C Th
^ n+p





r{Ci1 at= *'del. uran'eFF^^c
}^Cr^ ^ T TTf.k' „^;r:^
RCR QT^f?^' r ) '=^ RFf , nYS
1: ^^ 7























41Snit P.S, - b15FC
	
Averaged DB Dissip -I.$96
Board Input Electronics {Al)
	
Heat Sunk Dissip --x.8.269
bfasr _ Av_ ^ Rri _ Tamn ^!? l°T'1	 Total Dissipation --20.167
.
Run.-	 Temperatures, °C
Node -	 Normal. PC Board Conductance 	 Increased PC Board Conductance
Ambient
Sink ar Heat
Junction Dissip, Relays Relays Relays Relays
ParC Type. Ref Aes Node No. Temp watts Cif Cn Cff On
1.188 with
Board (A1, A2} l62 AhIB 0 Relays Cn 71 92 63 83
-Board A3 1.63 APtB 1.898 84 94 75 84
Filter FLl 164 Case 1.6 50 51 56 51
Filter FL2 165 Case 1.6 49 56 49 50
Transformer T1 1.66 Case 0.6 41 41 41 43.
2N4900 Q1 167 Case 7.9 S2 52 52 52
Total
Input Filter AS M- Case 3.84 }
Choke Ll l41 Case 1.2 85 85 85 85
Choke L2 l42 Casa 1.2 86 87 86 87
Choke L3 143 Case l.2 62 82 62 82
Caps C1 ^ C4 147 Case O.CS 81 82 81 82
Caps CZ -- C4 146 Case 0.08 85 $6 85 86
Caps Cl - C4 149 Case 0.08 79 74 79 79
1.2 with
Relays K1 & K2 169 Sink 0 Relay Cn 46 77 47 78
1.2 with
Relays K3 & K4 176 Sink 0 Relay Cn 45 76 46 77
2N5682 Q2 171 Sink 0.343 64 71 65 71
2NSb8Q Q5 1.72 Sink 0.425 65 72 66 73
2N5680 Q7 173 Sink 0.425 63 69 63 69
R^,TR89 R4 174 Sink .0.64 72 78 72 74
RCR07 Rl4 175 Sank 0.342 S9 65 70 66
_ _.rN.:^._ ^ r^^6i.
4
Average DB Dissip -2.431
Heat Sunk biss3.p -
Total Dissivation -X3.121
^	 Un^.t - P.S. - r15FC
^	 0/R P1odule	 A2	 -1.5V
















Run -	 Temperatures, "C
Node -	 Normal 3?C Board Conductance 	 xnnreased PC IIoard Conductance
Ambient '
Sxnk or Heat
Junction bissip, Relays Relays Relays Relays
Part Type Ref bes Nade No. Temp watts Off On 0£f On
2.173 with
33aard Al 211, AtSB 1.573 Relay On S9 59 59 59
Board A2 22l Ai^>B 0.85$ 54 SG 54 54
TO-3
2N371b Q1. 2S2 Case 2.56 9 ^ 1.7 48 48 48 48
Q2 25l Case 2.56 48 48 48 4$
'F1 256 Case 0.075 44 44 44 44
T2 255 Case 0.075 44 44 G4 44
'T3 257 Case 1.4 45 45 45 45
LZ 258 Case 0.6 44 44 44 44
CR1 253 Case 1..7 52 52 52 S2
CR2 254 Case l.7 52 S2 52 52
Rl 284 A^iB 0.01 43. ^ 42 4l 42
R2 285 AMB 0.41 43 43 43 43
Board A2






^	 19nit - P.S, = MSPC	 Avezaged BD Dissip -2.529
O/R Tlodul.e	 A3	 i-15V	 Heat Sunk D:Cssip -
rlax. Av. BD Temp, 	 °C	 {°8?	 Total Dissipation -20.499
Run --	 Tempezatures, °C
Npde	 Normal PC Board. Conductance 	 Increased PC Board Conductance
Ambient
Sink ax Heat
.Tunetian Dissip r Relays Relays Relays Relays
Part Type Ref Des Mode No. Temp watts Dft On Off On
2.173 xrith
Board Al 311 ATIB 1.573 Relay on 62 62 62 62
Board - A2 321. AMB 0.956' 58 58 58 S8
2N3715 Q1 _352 Case 4.65 56 S6 S6 56
Q2 351. Case 4.65' S6 56 56 Sfi
TI 3S6 Case O.15 48 49 48 49
T2 355 Case D.15 49 49 49 49
T3 35.7 Case 1.8 50 50 50 50
L1 358 Case D.95 49 49 49 49
C1U. 353 Case 2.8 61 E2 63 62
CR2 354 Gase 2.8 61 62 61 62
R1 384 APiB D.O:L 45 4S 45 ip5
R2 385 A'hfB O, OI 47 47 47 47
Board A2








9	 Unit - Y.S. - rS5FC
N	 o/R rladule	 A4	 +15V
^	 :^fa^c. Av. BD. TemA
	
° G	 ( ° F)
Averaged BD Dissip -2.529
Heat Sunk Dissip --
Total Dissipation -20.499
Run	 Temperature, °C
Nods.	 Normal PC Board Conductance	 Tncreased PC.Baard Conductance
Ambient
Sink or Heat
Junction Aissip, Relays Relays Relays Relays
Part Type Ref Des . Nade No. Tamp watts Off an off Dn
2.173 wzth
Board Al 411. Arm 1.573 Relay on 62 62 62 62
Board A2 421 AAiB 0.956 58 58 58 58
2N3716 Q1 452 Case 4.65 56 56 56 56
42 451 Casa 4.65 55 S6 S5 56
T1 456 Case a.15 48 49 48 49
T2 455 Case 0.15 49 44 49 49
T3 4S7 Case 1.S 5a 50 50 SO
Ll 458 Case 0.95 49 49 49 49
CR3, 4S3 Case 2.8 61 62 ^ 61 62
CR2 454 Case 2.8 61 62 6l 62
R1 484 Aria a.01 45 4S 45 45
R2 kaS Arm a.OZ 47 47 47 47
Paard A2








Unit - P.S. -- MSFC
	 Averaged Sb 3}issip -2.559
D/R Module A5	 +2$V
	 ]seat Sunk bissip -
bfax. Av. Sâ Temp °C	 (°F)
	
Tata1 Aissipation --16.099
Run -	 ---	 Temperature, °C
Node -	 Normal PC Doaxd Conductance 	 Increased PC Board Conductance
Ambient
Sink or Heat
junction bissip, Ralays Relays Belays Relays
Part Tyge Ref Des Node No. Temp watts Off On Dfi; On
2.173 with
IIoard Al 511 AM8 1.573 Relay On 62 62 62 62
Board A2 521 AifB 4.986 57 58 57 5$
2N3716 QZ 557. Case 4.7 55 56 55 56
" q2 551 Case 4.7 55 56 55 56
T1 556 Cflse D. 16 48 48 48 48
T2 555 Case D.16 48 48 48 48
T3 557 Case l.8 49 49 49 49
I,]. 558 Casa 1.0 48 46 48 48
CRT. 553 Case 1.5 54 55 55 55
CR2 554 Case Z.5 54 55 55 5'S
Rl S64 AMIi 0.01 44 45 4S 45
R2 585 Ai^IB D.01 46 47 46 47
I3aard A2





Relays pFF ^,n Input Electronics	 ;'















7	 ?= 34.4F,i1 T :^= 3+S.h?14
7	 F;= An.) 9Sn T q= 3R.OR.4a
T	 t4- k1.x966 T 15= 38.115x+T	 3Q= ^1.14^^h T a1= ^p,542^
f	 ^R^ 4't.^,3r+'1 T ?7- y4.{► a4'r
^	 '1?= 3(^.^;'il^ T 39= 'lA.7 a74
T'	 'gyp= ^^.5734 7 39= :^3.Fi451
T	 a4= 33.7937 T 45= 39.431
T	 ^ti= ^4.?a47 T Taxi= 77. SA ?n
T	 7^= ?R. 3 ^ar^k T 74= 43 .0'^Ta
T	 yq ^ '^R,P53? T AQ= 37.9371
T	 R5= 9 •1.4n41 T aF,= 94.3r,4R
Ti^dEA+ = n n
TST^RII = 6.











T	 p 4= :1^i.71[i7
TGM€^F.RATLJ€ti; I ti f]EGREES C^'LSLUS




T 4= 35.9465 T 5= 3T.7731 T 6= 3fi.1,52
T 30= 43.?.559 T ]1= 3908617 T I2= 40.4279
T l6= 38.55.30. T 17= 49.?x.75 T ls$ 41.695:1
T 7?^ ;i q .71R7 T ^3= :19.7815 T ?_4= 40.OA08
T aR= 3atA5?6 T ?4= 40.(1471 T 30- :14.6576
T 34= 3Fi,r;300 T 35= 37.415?. T 36= 35.3041"
T 40= 33.rZ932 7 41= 33.69n4 T 42^ 33.5596
T 51= 4k.94R5 T gaac 43.499!.- T 53: 46,2660
T... ^7= ...37.910.. " ..	 _ ^
	
__..-^8=_. ..37..4326 -
-^- -^- ...7^.s_ .37..1258___T 75= 3 q .33^2 T 7^,= 3A .4536 T T7x 38.$897
T A1 = 35.7541 ' T E3?- 95r6Eri I8 T Fi3= 35.5428




,.3 r } 1^^.r^ ^ T'o^^'"
r.
i^
iDATE 43''24/75 T7+lF 1?,5f..44, MARTTFJ MARIETTA THFRuAi d^lALYZFR - 5Y
POwFR Sflosa^v	 - n^ct:c
T 7.4?- A;+,4RR A T 14'1= R?.;'(, q 4 T 144= ^14.171i1
'^ 14F1= t^5.479 5 1' 149= 7 p .F$t+^1 T l^f= 7F,.93R4
T i^+4-= a7.3nb? i t K5= 37.47?5 T l^iE+= 4D.A179
T 1F^5= 49x4?_5^] T 750= 41:. 7 9f► P, T 1h7= 51.54F^a
T 171.= h4.44fih 7 ZT?- y^,^lF4 T 17'1 ha,A79?
T 181= 47,3 a 7h T ta,?n ^.rr.,7lab T 7A3- 45.1]7p
T 1x7= r+5. nao5 r ] ^^_ ^^;.'= AnS T 1 ^i9= t+Z.4h2^,
T 143= r+T .4 R ^?^+ T i ^4= 44, x9 p 1 T i a5= 44.45E'^
T 14 p = 41.'3^.^ 7 T ?n4= &?,i^ia'1 T ?4l= 43,448E
T 2:15= 43.5n5h T 7n5^ 43,?94fi T 771a 59.0167
T 21.5= 35,53?G T a?t= Ra,arl7b T ?a?= aR,9a97.
T ?31= 4- q ,5n5'+ T 7't?= 4f1,t14TF+ T ?^^= 43,ri477
T 237= 43.1">F15 T ?'i y = 4] .40F!] 7 ?34= 41.345n
T 24[+, 41,4415 T ?4^+= 3h.^R3R l' 74F- 41,H754
T ?5l = 47,5"91 f ?5a= 47,74x7 T ?53= 51.5.x1]1
T 257= 44,8?55 T ?5R= 43.7fl43 T 2b1= 43,3k94
T 274= 41.5h5? 7 ? 75_ 3^, G ?a{, T ?7A= 4(t.5o ?'^
T 2^7- r+3.3tib^ T ?^?- 4^. r+1A7 T 283= 3F.eh^+q
T ?$7= 42.1:52! 1 ?P3= r+3.754 t! T 289= 44.2433
T 293= 45,2 y 3R Y ?q4- 43„FS3? T 24.5= 43.553a
T 3f11- 4 °.1 h 74 T 3n?= 48.34?9 T 343= 48.4775
T 3i1= fi2,t1D?3 T 3]2= 4?,74fi9 T 313 45.b34R
T 3??.= 4?,7Gfi? 7 3x3= 4 r ,E^TO1 T 374- 4,.?,31f7
T ;133= r+,, z^ fi4a 7 a^4_ rz y .9735 T 335= 3^i.117P
T 334= 45,9199 T ? r=1= 43.n^41? T 34?= 43.4f1?
T 34f,= 45,1?75 T 747= 47,h a59 7 348,- 44.9E+5h
T 353= h1,4745 T '^54= ^i1.4f05 T 355= 48.575]
T 3fi1= 47,RA77 T 3E,?= 4?..ts75? . T 37?= 4E.793h.
T 37fi= ,43,77'^R T 37A= 41 ,t; R44 T .374= 39,743"
T 383= 3R, 1521 T 'a++4= 44,x47^a T 3xS, 47.14nn
T 3A9= 48.5155 7 San - 48.324.9 T 391- 49.3474
T 395= 4^1, 3127 T 3?fi- 47 . Rt+^9A T 347= 4fi. ?717
T 443= 41,3?y 5 7 444= 413,?144 T 445W 48.49P3
T 413= .45.6.374 T 4 . 14.= ._45^A32	 _ T 415- 36.42yx
7 4p4= 45.?^75 T GaS= 3h,4?51 T 431 = 4k,11A7'r
T 4:x5= 38,3144 7 4^K- 44.?5'75 T 4'37- 47.5h97
'	 T 442 [+3.^lal w 7 r_.4a= 45..2796 T 444= 45,41h5
T 44A= 44, p 11R4 T 4r,9= 4r+,n47; T 451- 55.473?
T 455= 413.57U^i T kSF^= ^4.A,334?_ T 457= [+9.6715
T r+72= 42.8982 7 .473-_ 4..6343.. T 474= 45.2844
T 479= 34,43 y 5 T r:R^- 4Fi. 4 111 T 4x7= 4'1.^i39?
T 485= 47,1n4 4 T 4aH= 47. A 7^7S T 487= 47.4534
T 491 = 4R,^675 T [+R2= 44.379-0 T [o-43= 5x.452(1
T 497= 413,1?9n T 49$= 49,72x4 7 5111= 47.345'3
T 545= 47,5587 T 54E,= 47.2x92 'C 571= h1,E44R
__	 ...7. 515= 3b,8K.4.^3:._ T.. ..521=:. X7.21727_	 ._ .....T.. 5a?= 42.1148
T 531= 43,^nh q T F3?- [t a ^aR33 T 533= 44.5?9fi
T 537= 4^5,R F 13 T 598= r+4,4135 ^	 T 539= 44.4514
T 54t+= 44.41324 T 545= 37 .9529 T S4Ei= 43.1x32.
T 551- 55.0?94 T 5F2= 55,a_$?1 T 553= 54,4Fi35
T 557= 49,45511 T 55 g= l+.x.a?1&9 T 5f,1= 472449
_T_ _57.4= 44.555..4.._ _...... ^'.__ ^^'^._ 3a.a54R ^.T-_._.575.= ..43..454Q__
T 587- 47,1147 Y fiP?r 47.34?4 T 5x3= 3$,3331







'r	 145n i^R.4RP 5
''	 1SI= ^4.5k41
r	 1^ ?= 7'^.^^13
f	 1A^^=	 ry n, , 7U^y
r	 I ^a=	 !1 .t^l^+l
r	 1 n4=	 'ar..+I3^7
T	 1^R=	 4k.7r}nFj
T }hA= 4^s.RbTFi



















T	 Sc c n=	 4.a.ry^i1A
T	 '?cot.=	 r,7.P;r,S1
T	 ^^tiw	 ,+,q.aT?^]


















T 7 4h= 82. n.fi99
I' 157= 74. ?4fin
F	 lrs?= a^.F1^+F
T I r,^= r+n.? r^7
T ] ail= k4.97gA
T	 1^T= t^l.?977
T ?I?= 41.A?.42
7 ?_? r+.-- ^1.5F74
T ?'^S- ^F.4^75A
f	 ?4 ?=	 Ia(+.7 NSF.
T ?4 p = a1,r+5An
T ac;5= 4'^.7R74
T ?77= a9.4'^73
T a 7'1= -lT,^nry4
T o? qt^ - 4 ?.7571
T ? tat= [ 3. ^^35
T ?`^7= 43.5?7a
T a15= r+8.235!+
T a 1 K= zs.7^67
r ^^]- t^z,^3aRn
r ?T7= r+7.5853
T 4rE rFC 44.07''7
T '^51= SS.flSri
7	 '^ c',7=	 4 4 . 51 ^ic4




T c^ n1= 4A.0?31









T 44 +^- 4A.N]lb
T Ii^ r7= ta 11.15R9
r 5n?= r^7.5nI7
T 5I ?= r+4.7c3ri5
T S q,^ x4.1518
r 54?= 4 a.1:srF4
T ^rf S= 44.3593
T	 555= rE8.0aI'.1
T ci7?^ 4Q • t 7 23
r S7n= 34.52h4
T SRS= sr,.r► c5i
T 54l = r^7. !1368
7	 ^.,y r+ .^	 rF 7 ^ ^ z7 F. n
T 59^- a7 n GBan





T	 I7 rl= tc4e7'a99





T 21. 4= 41.5r',R^





7 a_73^ 41. Aa13
T aun= 42.r,5?fi




T :3^2= 4:1. nnR3




r 375= 3h.7?a 4



















T 5rR3= t+4. a44h
T 5k4- r+2.64R3















Complete Temperatrsre ^ry s^z.ng
Relays ON ^.n Input Electranics
,'
Normal PC Poard Conductance in Input Electronics	 ^ ^
tTr1.tPFl^ATIIgF	 Tn+	 'fit= l,'^F^^ rFE C{IIG
T7'IFrJ - n. ^:i	 .I	 c • ^
_	 '^ r:r_.IT,a
TSTCaI^	 _. " ^ ^-,1
	 +'{ !t} =	 t} ' rSr.+Ar^^(
r r-rrrT
- t t } r, tYTr^
stT=F^^Grn
+- +
".0 r ^:I •fh r
T 7. ^ y ,^t-ra^ •. ^= ;r., a ;,^, Y a= ^iu,	 740^'T t'a= ^^^:, tl'y^ i s ;= f^7,r',7J7 T 14T ^{t.,^^lr;
T ^^i = T.1^7J4.1 '^,:._ ^,^	 .'^r-s r 77^ 4', „'7.t1^
T "^}_ '17 a,e:.,i 7iz 11,.a^}7t T dip '17,3f4^^^
T '1 7. "i:i,'f ^3^. ^ "^^ 7 't^^{'It T ')v= :'1„pf.7!,
T 6i= . ^ t
.^'= n s. ''' ^^^1_ ^^+-::y.t :t T /i^.^ :.f1.^i^^aT Gr+= a7 ^ f , ,7^ 'r ^-^;- Z^;,^:•^^rr, r 5a= ^7,a^ as
r 7y= ^r;.4^a-r^ ^ ^+- ^=-,rrira^^ 7.;= ct^7al^
T %^ = h n , 7hsl rf i -Ilp ^ ^' ^^il ^, T ',1= ^ %
	
;7 ^n
Y F/a= 'ih,'.a^•37 Y r.^;: iS,r.eti^'7 j :t:.- "asp, I1 ^^
i




T 4. 35, r1^i!^fi T 5- ?7,'^'?b? T EiW 9fi.?R19
T 1 f1 = tr.^,5,e4 T 11 = 4D.^!?4 y T 1?= 41.7b15
T lfi= 'j+^.u7n? T 17= 4(t .7^ ri5 T 1^= 41.7801
T 7^T 3o,kQ14 T ?^= 4(1.1P?^ T ?4= 4l1er71n6
T tea= 9'+. 1'^i 7 4 T ?^= 40.3545 i ?{}- ?9.3x70
7 ?r^- 37. t X 73 T 35= '^'7.h^ T1 T ?f,= 35.rr686
7 4n= 'l^.st7r5 T 41= 33.x797 T. 4?= 93.757H
T S1= 4/„75^Q T ^j?= 43.8774 T F3= 4U.fi7b7
T ^',7- 'ly , g 4o4 'i' S9, ^7.7^1a T ^1= 37.3573
T 75c ?n, 7478 T 7F,= .^R,^70^ 7 7 7- 40.0?34
T alp i5.l^n? T Ra= '^F,.^7?7 T a'3= 3F+.1g07






























































tiS tl^ZAl7NV lYHa3Nl +^1131aaw Nllavw 'LE'L5'C[ dWli YL/bC/£0 dl^Q
1	 i
s
T	 }h^i=	 rS +c..s+C171i
T	 }Glc	 f^^^^7^i7}
T 1h7^ 41.ap14
,	 ^ r4^	 Ia, } ^^l
T	 }en= y]^7a^7
T	 } p 5= yn.cs}nl









r	 ^7++=	 }^^.a inS
r	 .cr^^	 ..a.^'^n•t
'f	 ynLV	 ^.^.F^ln'`-1







T	 ? t'^ r	 4^.1 7r'7
r	 ^ r^_ h.^ ^ 7^ich
T	 7CC•= 4 ^.il^l
T	 ltd?z	 ^c7,@ }7^_
T	 4^p: 4^+. } MGR
T ^c'a, ^4,^n^h
T QG^= 4a.^gr^
T	 to ^i=	 j7..9F.?!)
T ¢n'= 4^.731h




'r	 ah 7=	 4^, 1 }^4
r	 G, q t, _ 	 54.'^5aq
T	 Ci^CY^	 [+..^l^f)
T Snn= 4u,'17a4
T 5a?^ rF q ^ 4 > i'.




'C	 L^ q = 7"1.7^+^5
F 1RS= '7^.y? q R
T	 1'a1- 51,?'1n7
T 1 q7= 49e1^7a
T	 7ry 'i=	 4:^.R11^
T ala= 41 .Q?75
T ^4^= 4r}„ PaSn








T 31 c+= 3fi.R3t;9
f	 'i97=	 4^^ .A1 r4.
l	 3'ali= 44.1531
T 3^1= SF. R5R4.
T	 q 74= 45,1+15fi
'f	 941 =	4[i.7}7^
f ^R7-' 47, ^ } ^P
f	 949= 41.^4?rl
T	 4011 =	 4^+.^57^i
T 4 11 = k?.?777
7 4?7= 4:^. hR7f1
T I^4^i, 4F.9 ]7?
r 4fi1 = 47.n79^
T 47F- 44.^19fi








T y RS- 4F•,a9Ra
c 74 :
	
,a ^ 1 f^^q
T 5 a7= 45. al+a5
^	 rn7=	 '^t^4lis.'/
T 147= A},hfi13






T 1 qR^ 1+i.3ala


















T 37ria 9Fi. R'1?.7
T ^R?= 4R,^75fi
C	 ^^1^6=	 laR.'f ?31














T y ay = 37r04tiR
T w^ =-^ 44.ng4fi
T	 X43= k4.f;ns11
T 544= 43. nnk 1
r ^^^,_ ^-^, ih42
T 5T 3= 45.}r;34
T tiaaT 4fi.t:n91
T yH^= 47.ia 61
F 5n?= 4R,3?03
T S p H= 4Rr0484







Relay OPT' in Ynput Piectronics












- _ ..__..._ 1
TEMPERATURE TN OF^sREES CEI_STUS
TIMEN	 = d. gan^Sr = !!, CSGMYN
TSTEPU = 4. F^+n^NC( d^	 = d. CSCMAX	 .1




T	 i- 36.b]42 7. ?- 34.96?6 T 3^ 3A.6A52
T	 7= 37.7713 T s^= 36.2 QUI T 9- 38.116+
T	 I3= k4,5?2^1 T ].4- 41.9795 T 1,'= 39,]lb1
T	 i9= 4Q,493^ T an= 4n,a q^l T ?_]= 4^1,6n rtn	 1
T	 25= 99,55d] 7 ^F ; 47,^14^ T ?7= 34,ib7n
T	 31= 37.045] T 32= 3b. 9.4.49 T 33 = 36.69?3
i'	 37^ 33,d16^5 T 3A^ a3.5hb] T 39= 33.E+[18;3
T	 43= 33,x}?93 T 44= x3.7963 T 4ri= 39.398'3
T	 54= 44,$93b T 5^- _39.,P.Bb7 T 55= 37.5725
7	 7?T :;f,,674] T 73= 98.175? T 74= 41.09T3
T	 78= '^9..fanke T Y9- 9^,R670 T an= 37.0?27
T	 A4= 35.7021 r R5= 94.3'378 T 4^5= 34.3aa^3	 ^
ya
1








T	 4= 35.95?7 T 5- 37.7A73 T bR 36.I623
T	 1d= ^+?.?855 T Il = :39.8702 T i2^ 4d•9622
T	 i6=• 39.^i5F^2 T i7= .40.2577 T 18^ 4i.id20
7	 a2= 3.7]4.3 T 23= 39-.7923 T ?4- 40.dS47	 ?^
T	 a 8= 30.AkF3 T ?4Y kd,f1433 T 30= 39.Q593
T	 34= 36.51n g T 3S= 97,4Qb7 T 35 = 35.2474
T	 40= 33,tiE^4i T 4I = '33.679A T 42x 33.5SFSk	 ^
T	 51= 4G..3834 T 5?= 43.4885 T 53= 40.2383
_	 _. T	 57- 37eb89F3 T 56 = 37r^+2d5 -^:...7^^. ..37.11,!39
• T	 75= 39.3124 T 76- 3A.0122 T 77= 38. fidlb	 1
T	 Rl= 35.7282 T Ra= 35.59f,5 "^ A3= 35.5723











T 14^, a5.4ona T 14a= a?^•171^.__-. T .144= nn,173a
T 141^c X5,44]7 '► 14a= 7A,Sg5q T 15n= 7F,939a
T 1 = 4= 37,a n h^ T iSS= 77,97S q T 15/,= 4n,R767
T 1F5= 4 q ,4144 t 1lF,e 4n.A01n T 1157= 5 1, S^F+ 4
T 171= ^4.S13 q T 177= h 0 . o63R ^ ^7^= 57.491
T 1R^= 4A,1n7F T In7= 45, x,(135 T lQt= 45.9797
T 1 p 7= 45,8587 T 1 74 =-- 4-5 a7 3'^5-_...r. T 1gQr 4g,p4Pa
T 103= 44^g7F,a T 1U4= 45.3175 T loa= a5.5n?^
T 100= 4 1,49h? T 2^0= 4a,41nf, T 2n1 = 43.5n35
T 205= ^3,S1o4 T ?_O R = 43. x995 T ?1l= Sq.019A
T 715= 35,5'l4^ T ?^1= S4,alln T 797= X9,94?^c
T 23]= 4n,5nRa 1 a^a= 40,^Sn7 T a^^= 41.5a1G
T 237= 43.1 7 3' T ?^y=
_._a1._'+_ln2	
__. T .239= 41.34Ro
T ?44= 41.4 Q 5 R T 245= 3I+,SR54 T 24 x+= 41.9AOR
T ?^1= 47,5730 T 2,2= 4y ,75^R T ?5?= 5].5gS1
T 257= 44, q?97 T 75Ra 43,70A7 T ? x+1= 43.354n
T ?74= 41 ,5F'd 4 T 7^5= 35,^3 A 3 T a7S= 4!1,595c,
T ?P1= G3,i71^ T a q 7= aa,424^ 7 9Ai_ 3F,a^97
T ?R7 = 0 2.15h"1 T 2 aQ q_ 47^715^.7_.__--
! 
T_ ,_?q9= 44.7074
T 793= 4 5. ?AAA T 2''+4e 4a,ti579 T 295= 43.5S7a
T 3D1= 4 g ,1RR1 T :j^a= 4F . f+non T 3n^= 4A .49R6
T 31 ] _ ^?, 01 3 5 T 71 7= 42, n 09F, T it "1= 45,(,473
T .7^7= 4 ?, y nR'a T "773= 4 z ,a4^5^ i -7?4= 4j,a4^iq
T ^^3= 45,?V5 T T -174= 44,aNR n T 33^= 'lA,l a57
T 7'7 q = ^+^,,q'^5'i T ?^+1=—.4^.^p7^,G	
---- T - ?47= _,4?.1)147
T 34Fi = ^+5,1437 T ^a7= 47.7155 T 34x- 4k,9p31
T 3K3= ^l, aola T '1C4= 51.4913 T :^55= 4R.Soaa
T ?F1= 47, g n92 T 3K?= 4 a,,9nSn T 37?= 4?..gnh3
T 376= 47,7a g 4 T "i7R= 41 .7003 T X79= 39,gn3'7
T 3x3= 3R,nx,h"^ T t^+4a 44,465 T 3x5= 47.lAAa
T.__3P ?= 4R.9'^2 s
 _^T_.342=--^.^?3.g5 -_ --	 T 391= 4 9^3h5Z -.--
T 3Q5= 48.a^3 7 T 3 05= 47.87n1 T 3972 4R,293n
T 4n^= 4A.3401 T 4f'4= 4R,?244 T 4n 0 = 4R.1n2'7
T 413= 4 5.553 1 T 414= -- 45,?qr,? T 415= 3^.9'72u
T 4?4= 45,745: T 4^5= "1 8 ,9 3 x1 1 471 44,Ina.l
T 435= "iR,i^2a T 47F,= 44.77?A T 437= 47,Fg14
T - .4;?= 03.109 T ^?
_.^?=_^45..2?_4s5_____.._T ^-44=. _45.0?4?„
T 44A= 44,91NF T 449= _44.1 '.22_ T 45]= F5,4A3'i
T 45Se 4A,5 g 3? T 45^ic 4Q,?479 T 4F7= 49.6x45
T 4 7 ?= 42,9154 T .473= 45,6449 -	 , _ -__ . T 474= 45.293a
T 470= ^la,v51? T a q n= 4F,0 ?47 T 4 p i= 47,RSnS
>• 4A ric 47,1183 T 4RA= 47,SA3? T 487= 47.QF57
T_. . x 91 = au'2?1L^._._..T--a`-'^=--!tfl_._3.@9L T4.93=_-.5-n..q^2F --T 497n 4R,1^9q T 4oa: 4P.139A T 5Q1= 47.4015
T Sn5= 47,/^1c3Q T Gnf^= 47,32?R T 511 = S1.fi4AS
T 515- 36.A g 2 5 T s7 1= 5T.331P T 522= 42.170
T 5'11= 43.5 4 7 4 T Fla= 47.43F,^ T S7^a 44.5n1n
T 537= 4Fi,944"1 f rj7R= i4,55an T 5 3 Q = 44,^i297
--	
..	 T [ 4 4= 44.146? T _G45c-_-^Z.a_Q7gS- T--- -545= _!+.3.2.S^g..__T 551= 54,147 T K^,9c 55.3791 . T 553 = 54.5581
T 557- 49,1't ?.7 T Kaya 48.1094 T SR1^ 47,?46n
_.7 574= 44.6313 T S 7 5a: - 36.8781_ T	
_-576 n 43.1]12T 5AI n a7,?'15^ T 5 Q 7= a7,^o7a T 483 n 34,3870





^ n^-.__^lyai904 I 146 a b2.Q7i9 T 147• OI.v304
^`
3s 1• ^i•^^A1 T 1!t • 74.!476 T 1'33 n ]9.90A0
1tMl^ •5.1S3t T 163 7'S.AS77 T 164 a 30.'lOQ3
a I___.1^^_^..40.9 0 10 _, T 1b9 Y 47.,4184	 _.. T .x,70= 45.6p93
T 174; 7?.315 T 175= 59.9397 T 176= 63.3832
T 1P4z 45.7736 T lA ri= 48.0957 T IR6= 45.5561
__14R^____45,3654 _._,I'. 141=-. 45,57351 T._ 19?= 4`.5569
7 T 196 n 45. 5 135 T 197n 41.4343 T 198 3 39.A136
;.T 202a 43.8041 T ?n3= 43.5465 T 204E 43.5A65
!`c:.^-.1.12=._..__39^.9^34 _ .- ? 213s_.. 41.8291_.. _ ...T. _ Z14 x 41.5724
T 273= 41.A273 T ?24= 41.5715 T ?.95s 35.5335
T 234= 41.3 1+?0 T 235 = 36.4979 T 23b= 40.7772
._I._ 241 a ^.9!+12 _T__ 247= 44.13f? 7 T 243= 41.6753
T 24Ts 43.??53 T ?4A = 41.4523 T 244 41.1497
T 254+ 51.FB51 T 255 n 43.7466 T 256 E 43.5405
-I_._252!_._^.^aA<SO __ _. t __.2t2 a 39..4402 T__ _ZT3 x 42.P252
T ?7Ra 29.21?1 T 274= 37.8027 T ?A0= 4?.1+570
T 2R4s 41.419 T ?RS= 4?.7614 T 2A6= 42.9429
_^_^4^a _ 43.5ZZ1 T 291 = 43.54ZZ_.__ . T__2a ?- 43•bQ01
T 296= 45.2703 -T ?97^ 43.5327 T' ?98= +3.5327
T 304= 1A•?797 T 305 = 4P.?564 T 306= 47.9066
--I_^14r _^5a24b5i__.___.^_.315Y 36.733Q_^..__t. 321 a . g7.A390
T 3?5= 38.73?9 T 331 3 43.9110 T 3z 7_= 43.0?11
T 33F= 44.]A17 T 337= 47.7050 T 33x1; 44.9725
_T 343= 45 * 7Ro4 T 744a 44.9?1! T :145= ^A.1183
T 349 n 44.OA02 T 351 = 55.63 .14 T 352= 55.92F,1
T 356= 49.43?.9 T 357 = 44.5325 T 358a 48.7F.19
-1__37_34___45_x5445- ___..T__ ^7.4^._45. * 2437..._. T - 375a 3b.7T93
T 3A0= 41,.0009 T 3A1= 47.9949 T .iu2= 49.0535
T 3R6s 47.SQ35 T 397= 46.9??a T 3AA= 49.5257
_.._T_ __34z. =_ 48..5 4 71 T ...39 3 = 51.1249 T...:144e 4Q.33;^7
T 398n 1H.2 0 30 T 401 a 49.0340 T 102= 48.2500
T 406= 47.7591 T 411 8 52.1?_57 T 412:• 42.9143
_._.T 421= SZi9.013 T. 422 a 4?.9186 T 423a 45.6524
T 43?= 43.1466 T 43:t= 45.3?74 T 434s 45.01+49
T 43A= 44.91A4 T 439 a 45.0999 T 441= 43.9069
__ 7.._.445 =. . 3!1.2850 T 446= 45.1023 T 447= 47.5A1'
T 452= 55.7702 T 453= 61.3:133 T 454e 61.3333
T 45H= aa.h7(13 7 461= 47.7417 T 462s 42.5420
_...I_._.4.T$!!__ 35.92Q.5 1.._.476 n _. 4 3.8449 ^ 47A= 41•A ?39
T 482= 47.8941 T 4R3a 38.0495 T 4 g 4c 44.A4$4
T 4RA= 4u.51h4 T 4A9 a 48.8242 T 490= 48.?476
-L ._44a^.__4.Pa1?97 T 495= 4@.1'96 T 495= 47.7261
T 502. 47e7793 T 503= 47.5972 T 504: 47.763A
T 512= 4?..1677 T 513= 44.8621 T 514s 44.6340
__L.._SZ:^= 44.A613 T 524 = x 4.6'133 T 525 = 36.8A1A
T 534, 44.4320 T 53'x = 39.1776 T 535- 43.9323
T 541= 47.5399 T 542 = x?.?.377 T 543= 44.3157
__
Y_ ^a
7 = . 49,.91?9 T... 54A- 44.4314 T 549. 42.7539
T, 554n 5a.55^1 T S55 n 49.1058 T 9qbn x7.8031
T 56?= 43.4F70 T 57?= 42.164s T 573: 44•A586
T_ 57Ra 4, 1.45P4 T- -57ux 39.559a T 590= 46.2614
T 5P4^ 4e.55v7. T 595= 4h.490^ T 596 3 47.0?97
T 540= 47.5642 T 591= 47.7?45 T 50?= 47.4179
I S93R A9.002^ T 544n 47.7051 T S05n 47.7049
- T	 346n 	 AT.10p1 T	 397 . 	47.6'SZ1 T	 3gAs	 a7.6S19
90UNOARY NODE




Relay ON in Input Electronics













T	 15= 3R . ^4^S
T	 ^]= 4^.543n
T	 ?7= 40.:^^!54




T	 74. = ^41 ; 75?^
T	 R0- '37.^QR7





n)	 c fl ,
^i(7'^Fr
Ohl+^
(:	 i^J !^ Fl F 4
T ^a= ^C,®r35^5




r 4 n= ^^.R 544
^ ^^, ^^^vT^^7
T ^7= 3^.^:^?1
T 75= ^4n ?^F47
T R^^ 3r^.tn^+^
^ f^7o ^!}n r7^F^'^
T	 5= '^7.45f1^,
T	 1 i = ^n.n35'7
T	 ^7= k0.7^67
•a3=T 4n.}igt
T	 ? 9 w 4it.^555







T	 1 ^W t+l ^7^Q5
T	 ?4= 4^.5I87
7	 '^D= 39.3859
'^	 ^ fi = '^ 5.4^ 5 71
T	 tai= 33.7^F35
T	 ^;^= tk{iaf^399
T	 ^r z= 37.3^.^9
T	 77= 39„^ts;34.
T	 R3^ 3641178
T	 14 t= ^^4^ri 05
A-^.3
Tl' LI EN	 ^ t},	 Eq^.LSC
	 = ^.
	 ^;SgMT^l1











T	 43^ 3:itl t4t3^
T	 7?= 3f,, Qi
 1•^
T	 7^t= ^4,s14^;q





i	 ^fi= 41 ,'751
T	 1h = 4i ,y{^7"i
7	 '^?= 37al^i}t^'^
T	 ^^^ ^"i a 7^4?
7	 La !} W ^ !F . ^ r'i Ff 4•
r	 55^ 34.8 ?7
`^	 79= 4-it . ^3^^
'i	 st,= ? &,h7.Ft4















MObIFY PG BOA^b G
2 ^ ^ M^ ppnn1.'LL 1.5'1
1' ` 148= 85.6 +119 T, 1:49= 78,,7719 T 150 77,T764
'T 154= 37.4426 T 1.55= 38,0625 T 15fs= 41.252h	 ,
,^,	 T'	 7 b5^-^ 9^7^41 ^	 T 1 aSFi- '-c2.77 ^__.^1..._$_Cz^-Q---
T 171= 71.4?.? T 772- 7?,782n T 173- 69.4'09
T 181= 5t3,23fi4 T IR?_= SK,b790. T 1A3= 55.356
^..l.g^c..- 7 ^ 74-...,^.1.,,,^ _ 7 1 R A= 5 4. g 1 A 9 T__ 1 ^9^.^5^159
T ?.S3= 54, 8553 T l p 4= SE. X1638 T 195= 51.50:1
T 149= 42„4255 T -200- 43,b415 T 201- 43.fi^4a	 ^
._T_._^C^S= _. 43..6.36.7- - . ---^_..^(1.6!-4.34.2.47_- _..._.'F_:^211= 59..0957
T 715= 35.5937 r 2^1= 54,29^C, T ?.a?= ti O.Oa9!
T ?;31= 40,5x68 T x92, 4n,137+ T 29'x- 41,b53]
^_.T_____^.'3.7^=^t3. 4^^b-- T 9ag= 4LF18.6....._-_..._. T__.^34- __4.Z.^4493_..
T 244= 41.5:171 T .245= 3fi.65P7 T 246= 41.9425	 R
T 251= 47.700] 7 25C= 47,A8Q5 T 2^,3= 51.7114
--..T ..257= 44.9982 _7._^SR-....4_,9074. 7 261= 43.4822
T 2T4= 4 1,.x,706 7 27y^ 35.5 .f3G7 T ?.7 5^= 4^1,6R67
T 281= 43.4 p b1 T ?aa_ 43.5514 T 2A3= 3R,g534
^.__2^7 =.. _42^P.T4y_..._._r?ag=i^.R7y5
_---^-__-?.9.4=_ ^-.4^.31fi.0_.._
T 293= 45.4156 7 294= 43.6841 ''T 795= 43.6A41
7 301 49.4'.3. 75 r 302= 43,654? T 303= 43,749'3
_...T 311= fs?.150 p T 3.12:-__.42.:4707 T 313- 45.8483
T 32p= 4?,9 7 0A r a^3= tFy , g47^ T 374= 4y,443,^	 ,
T 393= 4y ,4a1^ T 9zt+= 45.1R2^? T 33ri- 3g,r^^'-7q
_.^...	 T 3^9=_^-5^^314---
-----T ^4^=.-ray -.-n^-^9--- -_ ._	 1' 342-.___.^ ^.I7ts3T 34f^- 45.3415 Y 347= 47.8566 ^' 94A, 45,-14.64
T 353 = h1,741^ T 354= fs1. 7 41 q T 35^- 4R.A16^
_	 .._ _..7 3fi1= 4A ,1539 T 315e''= k3:?22.x+ T 372- 42,9f,78
T 37^+= k3.9F2 n T 978= 4? . A 4^,1 . T 374= 3 p ,r!'7 r,G	 ^^
T aA3= "1R,a.'71 q T '^R4= 4a.lAn? 7 ? q5= 47.3a1a
_.- _ -
..7^_3AQ= _.._49.^1.4T4 _. __._7.
__?^{^=-- _4a^^i_T^Q. _	 ^ 34I= 4H =F^nQn
T 395= t+R.S g 34 T ^4F= 48,.1142 T 3 47= 4A.^,Gl q 	
T 403- 48.557:1 T k- n^:= 4A,441fi T 495= 48.3?9^
T 413= 4S, 84 q ^ 7 4'i 4a 45.487?_ T 47.5= '}7, 01c74	 ^
T 4?4- =+S. tF^tiS T ti'^ y = 37,9x:7 T ^^91= w4.2759
T 435= 39,4t,4^7 T 47Fc kk, r+444 P 497= 47.7424
--._ ..	 _. T . 4!}2= 43.274 T . 4t 3= aS ,t 4A^, . i' 444= 45.??OA
T 44A= 45.129y T y.t^q- 44r a947 T 4^1- +y.7444
T k55= 48,7R6^ T 456= 4A,5533 T 4^7= 4q.si^4?
T 4T?= 49.47A1 7 t}73= '+5. 8974 T 474- 45.4AkA	 ^
T 474- 4A,4C1y^a T G4aW 4 T ,ia'^1 T qA?^ 4a,q^4ti	 ^
T 4R^i- 47,3 145 T t} nc,= 47,7aQ n T taR7c 47, ?Aao
T kp 1= 48.4867 T --^''?_ - 
4a;^^n7? T ^+93= ^I,174a
T 497= 4R.355 a T 4aA^ 4x,3548 T 541= 47.$7^S?	 ,
T 5A5 z 4fi,(10.44 T 5(^Fi= 1+7.7^;t-47 T 517= ^1.^i774
^' '31 y = ?7,0495 7 X21- S7. rirj47 T 5^?= a2r4757
T 531= ki 3 O.a4^ T y ^P= 4?,^H97 r 4aq_ G.4.9225
T SAT= 47,9^"i{1i T r."?F^= 4r, ,4g 7^ T ^4q= lc4, g ta^i?	 ^
T x+44= w4.4h9 `' T ^a^- 9n,l g an T 54r„ r.^^SS?^	 ?
`[' S^1= S y ,^49R T 4^7= 4^,0.0FR T ^5;t= r*4.9aK0.	 i
'f' 5 y7= 44,.4744 T r.^+0.a txl?,k4^5 7 Sx+1= A'^.73?]
`f 574= 44,4457 T 575= 37,n445 T 5Tk= 47.3gri4
T 581= 47,^2a4 T 542= f,7.cs98q T 5x► 3= 3A«6:47



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































21 t v ^ ^c^`^'c^2^
^ , USG l fa S C ^-`^.5 R-^..+^^-`^5 !,^
b. t	 u^^ 1 ob ^'s ^- Ali ^ ^'^ SAY
^^ ^`^^'C ^^ ^^-r^,,.^^r^ ^^...0 ^r. i^•.^ ^ mow► ^ i.^Q ^1r I^-
^t'.^15`{.^cNl.C^ ^b "S'"^ ^5 ca g-^s Icr{L.a GCS-k.•1 ^Y^
^.,. ^/ (z- C 4^c•..^ L S `^^ 2 + t^ 4 Nfi'^-1i STra G4 L
^ f ^ Al ^ 1`Yt^r+`^ ^ G ^ l.S t^c^ f^/l ^ ^ S ^ l t^[.^- S'Tcae.l.0
^D C^ l ^^^ [	 -^ ^ s ^ ^^ z^aa
F^^^ ^ ^^r 
.









2DZ^i- - T1^2	 -^.- .boa- ^a 3,c^c^
F.^^ = ^ 3 ksz r^ ^ ^ ^--- ^9 l^s^.
^^ amt-^^e. ^n t N E +^. ^s ^ ^ ^^ ^ r^ M ^ ^- ^^k sB^
z Z t^ -. ^'CA ^ _^T S^ [
^T^ ^ _ ,42c^ ic^ Z ^.a6
^^^..-- ^ s^..- ^^ = ^ Zk.sz
r.
^^. = lb^^Klt^t'
T^ (a ( '^ = 1 ^ orb l i ^ ^-^ Ica
^-^, ^ ^^^ rte ^ ^# ^ kS^C^) ^ ^^ ^^^^^r^
Fc.^ :: ^ ^ kS^. ^L) ^ ^9 ^^ ^T^
^ ^ ^ kis'^. L^ ^ ^	 I ^ ^ ^3 X l U 6
^ e^ = 1 S" ^ ^ ^^^, ^ ^ ^ I^'^-
l t-^t S ^ +^.`-Is l ^ 1 ^ b i ^T(^^ W ti t,t ^^ us ^P^.








s^?^^^ ^Yr ^',^ 1^AGF ^ ^'OC^R
.. ^	 r ..-
3—
^/lam G l^ssl s t S t-^c--^ r,^.^ ^pLr	 us ^ ^C^ ^ ^-^ -^6a ksz
`^oSs. I Cat L^1'T`^ dC= ^^C.k--^c^t^"^ ,
^- ^ 5^ O^ ^Oh-^7 !^r—^ 4/1Z ^ ^-^^lS
r	 C- ^ ^J51 i 1G t—^ PS'SSUM^ 1,^t) ^ Gca L-UC/^^T ^u^
4 ^' 1 ^ ^^^^Cti... Corn (^h](^,ra^












^1= z^{^,^3^^^ y ^ 3,^i tr-s ^-^-^	 ^`11z= z,os ^a^tQ
S t ^ cam:.. i 1-^-C ^^ ^ ^ P^. ^^^^^ t S ^- ^J ^-^
So l=^' SPQ•1r^Y^ 1 ^ Ctt,^^:. i r^ P^V t^^ ^	 r•.^^ ^^o
U ^ ^Prt.-'^4--- SL P r^	 YY^ uST ^-u'^-z- ^ i ^ L ^ S
. du 1^1'Y1 ^S	 ^-- t —'7 C,P
8--3
r`
^ ^ ^. s ►DE ^ ^1
^^- —
I ^ u ^ +-.^r^c
^r1Ct— Vra^ i Lv fbD ^ C^
	









t_ .^ ^ .^
—^ I









1a5^ ^1t^ • 1^ o —^Z	 s-r',^^.. Vu^ G^}-- i X51 tr^^-
Pr^^ ca ^ c^ , c^'Z.. ti ,a'^- ^^ ^^ D^ ^ , 1 Ca tD t w G^
^ ^ A -2a Ca (N^ ti21 ^ c^ N ^s 1 2 I t3 `^ ^ c3-^
	
P^ ^ 2^pV L^^	 Q^ ^. 1 ^^O ^,faS	 ^Sy = I,$'L.^ CrC' S
^.G^u^ ^-^P{a t` ^ ^-tL ^c7 ^ PCL^kI M^^"L^'...^{ ^ 0 ^v ^ I^]
^p ^ ^. . ^, ( q ^ ^ S'^^ =- ^'? ^ Uc^c^ (^5 ^. ^^, asp ^ k-8 ^.
P^ ^ ^^ ^^ c,^z^ ^ ^,^^ ^s^










G^-^C'7 i o ^,.iG^•tiG, ^T l 4^°1'^1^5 U '^ ^ C^L.^?' ^c^r"t^J
thou-[ _ 5-r ^	 ^ S	 E^x-^ ti^l^ ^ L^ '4.^.'^r.X,'^'l-^ ^ ^b ^ ..3d lr^,
3^ta i s^-^c=^^s
^L^ -^^^^} ^ ^e d^
^. ^ = ^ Ems.	 w1,^^e ^ 'fie •- •^a^^r H -^ ^
^	 ^
^g ^ •312+,tin ^ ^3?^ 1 r-.a	 d ^ 1-^-ou^- S^Ihw.^'t^2
pay D	 jrs





1 ^ ^Jsct.^ ^ c^ ^.-""C	 L..tJ {^TJ l ^
	
T L-}^+"J ^, ^ 1 U ^ i
iL 
-^ k^^	 5^^^
^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s ^^- ^
ti ^^ C 1^kzG1	
^.-^ i ^ ^ ^
^ ^^^ ^_^r^^.
T3--5















_._ _ —_	 .^
.	 ^—
b ^ 1-,1 Z	2,0
^,.	 , ^
B SI t^k^ lrr^ (ol -^-`^'^
	 ^^,•,, =. ^2^^Uc^ ^S'^. ^ ^-P55`rrc
^^ ^ ^2 ^. = i , 4 ^ , ^ c'u2 ^=-, SAS-^.-^`^i' = l ^ s^
^^2.,Ot]aX1 ^^^^ ^^s ^^	 GAD kP^s7 '^^-^'►1^^^




aa?1.^L1 ► ^ 1
r^ r
^^^ y NC 1^ ^ r . UG^ Z ^^-S ^-^ lr`'p
^1+J
^lVC^Z
1	 o Ifr1 ^ N
zee
•	 -^• ^•.a ^ , O D^ -^ I` -3- ^ o t 3'l J -^- , ! fa l X 1 D ^'^S~ ^	 . O l 0 8 Ca , r^.^^
^R too ^ 51 ^ t-U Ad --
> > ^0 ^ ,SO^ = 5^ 5 1 r.1--1 g
^	 = nti ^^^
U S I N ^j	 ^ ^.-1?t.^"^ I.C.	 ^'-"t+^^.'"^ c1(Z--	 ^ "' ^ 1 td' ^r .^...
^z,z^c^ C1lr1
^c^rl^i^s ^ u^ E ^ (^k^S





^tfl Id93 ,3^5 , b34^j ^ p 1 ^^ ^ o O^'^5^
.7.8^ ,0^&5 ^0137^ ,0593








i. _._...	 ......	 j,
.— g .,..^
^`^ A E N(a ^
.prGIL- /^' ^ Vc^^^ l cA [^. ^ ^v^.. ^ ^ "^. = , UCH Z
^ ^.+G 6
^ t315







, Ol 4 ^





,3bs ,i2$5 .o^^ oaL ,oz?«^ 9 7
^ u^S
1.^5 —^-	 ^'^`^ ^ ,o2^vq -l-;o^coo - ,3Sz(. ^205^ t+^.^`^




C ^. c u^ r^ ~t, ^ s lea r^. S^r t^-^s 5	 ^:., -c ^ ^^ ^ = , o ^ Z
-^ta^S ^^7 I.[^ZS +•^-^ ^ 4i^ 1^a[ ^ ^t'?c.. t [cm-^ ^v 7c7
(^' = aq^3^^ 
^^z x , ors 













	 ' E'' ^ I.,^ = 12o b a i^ s `r ^^^ ^ ^ ^^
l t14	 ^




^. ^ t^ ---
5^ ^c ^ ^ ^ ^ s ,.sr^ -^. use sin ^ c-^r^ ^^





^e:- ^, I S LtaaS
"^ ^ ^ I N L C^-
^— ^ 25 c^
x-,53
^^ 1 t^ 1 ^ i AT t u^N
-^ w ^,.^.` ^ 3 ,^^'^ x ^o^^ ^ 7,32 ^Ct^D ^^ FePs - l,2'^^G x^o3
e Z 5 t^	 ^	 `fit,-DrP,rs3
'^^ t..^^s-^ l ^^ S l P+?- tM. ^"^-r^ P^^- ' f'^ ^^ uP PCB-T^p













^W ^.^  ^ ^ C,^^?^ _ 305- . s^ ^,^.^-^^ ^ ^btu	 (a;^ ^ ^ ^ , n6z^Z
^ log ^`^
^^.t^. Z--^-^^—^ P t P^ l r-»T ^c L LIZ ^^ '^"c^^-^^
lCam.
Lti rnt^ ^ n-3z mac.	 P^^ ^Ca Y^^t ^ 7^-t ^
Pt^,LCn,•>I^^ w^v`, ^^^r-got N^^ S^r^S 1 a^ ^"^
s^ ^k_ wpc^..^
^-Z ^ 1 rJ 1C. ^- STek y ^ t.-^ 5` ^ l-,^,^,w ^ ..030 ^ a^F^
ss vYK1,L ^N^n,r^-rte 3U ^ ^ S
a V^^ fi^ ^ Z,o v r.] `-r ► ^^
^,.p1^in1C^ 1 n^Tc^ -"C^^3v — /^"~^5UW1 L [Z4 ^^
w
f
u^x = lx7 CZ'' ^ _ ^ ^ ^ 3 ( Z^ ^. ^s^NZ,s-, + ^ s^ ^^- ca s^^ .^ ^s rNZ-^^
^Mrx = ^^.2.5^^'^.3153^^^^-,^'^g3.5t^Z5^^ZS,asscas55' .. s^,^^'.^.52'
^^
^ — n^	 ^^^,^, ^ = .'cgs ^ ^H-
b^^-





L.u^ I ^C-^ ^'C'o 1'^^ ^ ^i'rtiz-t--^ ^1 v s^t^b t^`^ ^^
^^
zt^,^.as s
IJJ ^ ^ C^ ^ z3Ca i....^RRSq S	 j ^
2t,zs^(st^ss^ (.^,^^^
	




^ ^, 5 0 ^ U ^.:.^ rn G--t . ^2 ^ 2-(7 ^^ ^UY^^^ S i w^ ^^"1^ a-1 ^l
c^U^ ;^^ ^ti ^vl ^^	 I> r-^1^^[	 ^ Z ^ t1 ^ t^^+^1 ^1^^3^ ^ rev,-^
^^ = '2Uc^ QS^ W 111- t r^ `yC^^JQu ^ ^^,,..^^ ^--
7
P^ ^ 3^^ ^sz ^ ^ ^ ^^ C^^rnc^^ss ^ ^^ ^s^u-^







_ ..... _ .
..^ ^C^--
!^-L^t^t.._`^( ! ^	 1 {.^-^ C^^nP^Slc.^r-^ --r 3Ut7 PsL
	
's=ue P^: lob x	 =- ^ i ^ U^^
zq^
^1 _ . 5	 f D^ ^ ^ h ^^
. f^OS
P ^ ^ ^ -.-^
	
^ ^ ^ b P	 ^ x.20
^ - . ^ lv© t ^ ^- 4-^
i = ^ ^^ rl ^o^ ^g^^ = 3 , a o ^ 7 ^ ^t} LR,^'







a-C-,^c^ ^'^ P^,	 ^^-A-,^n P t ^ C.a 1 r^Si/^'^^pr^c t.c^Y-1
tr Uv v








'	 w1'CFI O•a6O ^
s
^^	 ,IZ4g	 l .ag7 ^^
-	 ^ I'31	 \ . o ^^-
t
^- ^ do f
_1- tJ l c I /^, L v^P^^ i I^ !^ t—^ ^-^^^ ^ i Pam ^ ^ ^.
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Standard Load Center Converter
Sheet 1
of 1 Parts List Standard Load Center Converter PL3179901
T_tem
Quantity Required
Code Part No. or Nomenclature
-1 -3 -5Number Ident No. Identification :^o. or Description Kemarks
1 1 SK3179902-1 Chassis, Main Frame Used on Al Assembly
2 1 SK28956050-1 Output Regulator Assy A2	 (5V)
3 2 SK28956050-3 Output Regulator Assy A3, A4	 (15V)
4 1 SK28956050-5 Output Regulator Assy A5 (28V)
5 1 SK3179904-1 Input Filter Asay AlAl
6 1 21017-1 PWA, Housekeeping AlA2
Rectifier Filter
7 1 21021-1 PWA, Housekeeping AlA3
Regulator Inverter
8 1 14925 21053-1 Transformer T1
9 1 2N4900 Transistor Q1
10 1 Cannon Dame3W3P Connector, Input J1
11 1 Cannon DCMEShf8S Connector, Output J2
12 1 Cannon DD?fAE50S Connector J3
13 3 Cannon DM53745-7 Contacts, Powcr No.	 12 Plug
14 16 Cannon DM53744-6 Contacts, Power No. 12 Recep
15 12 Cannon D"153744-1 Contacts, Power No. 8 Recep
16 4 Cannon DCPiF17W55 Connector, 0/R XA2J1, XA3J1
X_44J1, XASJ1
17 2 ERIE 9933-101-b001 Filter FE.1,	 FL2
18 8 CDE ?iCR2P22 Capacitor, 0.22 uf, C3-C10
200V
X 19 8 CK06BX104K.^f Capacitor, 0.1 uf, 	 100V C11-G18
20 4 SK28956056-002 Cam Heat Pipe Clamp
21 4 SK28956056-003 Nut
22 A/K STMC120 CL 2B GR 40 Silicon i/8 Thick
Rubber
23 1 SK28956056-001 Cover
2: A/R E-12 Wire, MIL-W-16878/4
25 A/R E-18 Wire, MIL-W-16878/4
26 AIR E-20 Wire, MIL-W-16878/4
27 8 ?[52503G-148 Lug, Terminal
28 6 Cannon D20418-2 Screw Lock Assy, Female Use W/J1, J2, J3
29 8 NAS1351-3-8 Cap Screw, Hex Socket
30 4 NA51351-3-20 Cap Screw, Hex Socket
31 19 !^iS24693-C3 Screw, 100°FLHD 4-40 x 5/16
32 9 MS51957-14 Screw, Pan HD 4-40 x 5/16
33 4 MS35649- 244 Nut,	 Plair. Eiex 4-40
34 4 AN960C4 Washer Plain No. 4
35 4 a AL HEXSTK Threaded Spacer, No.	 4-40 x 0.85
36 1 a AL HEXSTK Threader; Spacer No.	 4-40 x 1.10
37 1 a AL HEX STK Threaded Spacer No.	 4-40 x 1.22
38 A/R Dow DC-340 Thermal Compound Module & Heat Pipe
Corning Interfaces
39 B NA5662C2R5 Screw, FLHD, 100° 2-56 x 5116
40 1 ?:eystone 4726 Kit, Transistor MTG TO-b6





0/FtPdodule Rssembly, Standard Load Center Converter
Sheet 1
of 1 Parts List 0/R Module Assembly, Standard Load Center Converter PL28956050
Item
Quantity Required Code Part No. or Nomenclar_ure
-I -3 -5Number Ident No. Identification No. or Description Remarks
+5V + 15V +381'
1 1 1 1 SK28956051-1 Chassis
2 1 1 I SK28956053-002 Cover
3 1 1 1 SK28956053-003 Cover
4 1 1 1	 ^ SK28956052-001 3founting Plate
5 1 1 1 1350H025-5.2 Heat Pipe,	 5.2 in. Long Stainless Steel and
r[ethanol
6 1 21036-1 P.W.A., Control Logic Al
7 I 2103b-3 P.W.A, Control Logic Al
8 1 21036-5 P.W.A., Control Logic Al
9 1 2104D-1 Y.W.A., Error Ampl A2
10 1 21040-3 P.S.A.,	 Error Ampl A2
11 1 21040-5 P.W.A, Error Ampl A2
12 1 1 Cannon DCI^+SI7WSP Connector P1 (See Item 14)
13 2 2 2 2N:?16 Transistor Q1, Q2
14 5 5 5 Cannon DM53745-27 Power Contacts 'art of Item 12
15 2 _^ 2 21048-1 Transformer, Base Drive T1, T2
16 1 21049-1 Transformer, 5-V Output T3
17 1 21050-1 Transformer, 15-V Output T3
18 I 21051-1 Transformer, 28-V Output T3
19 1 21057-1 Choke, 5-V Output L1
20 1 21058-i Transformer, 15-V Output L1
Li 1 21059-1 Transformer, 28-V Output L1
22 2 IN5827 Diode CR1, CR2
23 2 2 IN3891 Diode CR1, CR2
24 12 12 12 ?[524693-25 5CR, 100° Flt Hd No.	 6-32 x 5/16
25 10 10 10 MS24693-3 5CR,	 100° Flt 1{C No. 4 -90 x 5/16
26 8 8 8 `1524593-2 SCR, 100° Flt Hd No. 4-4U x 1/4
27 4 4 4 M535649-244 Nut, Plain Hex No. 4-40
28 2 2 2 91833 4725 Transistor ?[tg Kit TO-3
29 2 2 2 91833 4729 Diode Mtg Kit DO-4
30 AIR A/R AIR E-12 Wire, 19 Strd Min, Wht MIL-W-16878/4
31 A/R A/R A/R E-20 Wire, 19 Strd Min, Wht MIL-W-16878/4
32 2 2 2 RCR07C470.7N: Resistor,	 47 R 'S%, 'a W MIL-R-:9008/1
R1,	 2
33 5 ^ 5 *1525036-148 Lug, Terminal
34 A/R :1 /R A/R Dow DC-340 Thermal Compound
Corning
35 1 1 1 SK28956052 End Cover
36 2 ^ 3 '1551957-20 Screw, Pan HD Nn. 4-40 x 7/8
c-3o 	 t.i.J^'lt^ U ^pAGE LS, P00^OI^IG.. ^
i	 _
	
r-- -- _ .	 ^
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Parts List for P.W.A. Control Logic (A1) 0/R Module
Sheet i
of 1 Parts List P.W.A. Control Logic (AL} 0/R Module PL21036
Item Quantity Required Code Part No. or Nomenclature
-1 -3 -5Number Ident No. Identification No. or Description Remarks
+5 X15 +28
1 2 2 2 CD4011An I.C. U1,
	 3
2 1 1 1 CD4027AD I.C. U2
3 2 2 2 2N2222A Transistor Q1,	 2
4 1 1 1 2N2907A Transistor Q3
5 1 1 1 *55757/9-038 Relay K1
6 19 I9 19 IN914B Diode CR1-18,	 22
7 2 2 2 IN4937 Diode CR19, 20
8 1 1 1 IN753A Diode CR21
9 1 1 1 X139003/01-2304 Capacitor, 6.8 pf 35 V C1
10 3 3 3 X539014/01-1222 Capacitor, 150 pf 200V C2,	 3,	 S
11 2 2 2 ?139003/01-2356 Capacitor, 1 of 50V C4,	 9
12 3 3 3 x[39006/03-1060 Capacitor, 40 of 75V C5,	 5,	 7
13 1 1 1 X139014/01-1213 Capacitor, 47 pf 200V C10
14 2 2 2 ?139014/01-1237 Capacitor, 1000 pf Cll,	 12
LVV :^
15 4 4 4 RCi;07G223JM ?resistor,	 22K ±5%, a ?ti' R3,	 4,	 11,	 14
16 4 4 4 RCR07G102JM Fesistor,	 1K t5%, 1^ W Rl,	 6,	 7,	 16
17 2 2 2 RCR07G332JM Resistor,	 3.3K t5%,
	 s.; W R5,	 17
18 3 3 3 RCRO7G1033M Resistor,	 IOK }5%, ;o W 22,	 10,	 15
19 2 2 2 RCR20G102JM Resistor, 1K ±SY, ^ W R8,9
20 2 2 2 RCR07G472JM Resistor,	 4.7K ^5%, to W R12,	 13
21 3 3 3 Milton 10109-DAP Transipad Use with Q1-3
Ross
22 1 1 1 21038-1 Printed Wiring Board
C-31
C-32





of 1 Parts List P.[d.A, Error AhiPL	 ^A2)	 or aadule PL21040
Parts
Quantity Required Code Part No. or Nomenclature
-1 -3 -5Somber Ident No, Identification No. or Description Remarks
+5 +15 +28
1 1 1 1 LDC111H I. C. Ul
2 3 3 3 LMIOlAH I.G. U2, 3, 4
3 1 1 1 Analog AD2700U IOV Ref Module U5
4 1 1 1 14925 BR567 Transformer, Current CTl
5 5 S 5 IN914B Diode C^.1-5
6 1 1 1 Vishay 1202-P-lOK Potentiometer, lOK z W R23
7 4 M39003/01-2265 Capacitor, 220 of 10 V C1-4
8 4 M39003/O1-2312 Capacitor, 47 µf 35 V G1-4
9 4 Ai39003/01-2377 Capacitor,	 1S µf 50 V C1-4
10 1 1 1 At39014/01-1454 Capacitor, 8200 pf 100 V C8
11 1 1 1 CrIIZ04CO50DODM Capacitor, 5 pf 500V C7
12 1 1 1 M39014/02-1230 Capacitor,	 0.1 of 100 V C5
13 Deleted Deleted Deleted
14 I 1 1 M34014f02-1218 Capacitor,	 0.01 of 200 V C6
15 1 1 1 RCR07G103JM Resistor, lOK ±5%, Sd W R1
16 2 2 2 2CR07G4703M Resistor,	 47^ tSX, -`,- W R9,	 13
17 2 Vishay SIO2-4.99K--f0.1% Resistor,	 4.99K ±0.1X, R8,	 12
0.3 w
1$ 2 Vishay 5102-15K-*0.1% Resistor, 15K ±0.1%, R8,	 12
0.3 W
19 2 Vishay 5102-28K-±0.1% Resistor,	 28K ±0.1%, R8,	 i2
0.3	 ld
20 2 2 2 Vishay 5102-10K-t0.1% Resistor,	 lOK ±G.1X, R10, 1l
0.3 w
21 1 1 1 R_^fR55C4492FM Resistor,	 44.9K ±1%, R7
1/IO W
22	 - 1 1 1 RCR07G222JM Resistor,	 2.2K ±5%, i4 W R6
23 1 RNAG5C3010F*f Resistor,	 3012 ±1%, 34 W R2
24 I 1 RNRG5C1624FPf Re51v*or,	 162!? tl%,	 '4 S•' R2
25 5 5 5 RNR55C1002FM Resistor, lOK ±1%, R4,	 16,	 21,	 22,	 24
1/10 W
26 2 RNR55C3321F^1 Resistor.,	 3.32K ±1%, R15, 17
1/lo w
27 2 R^iR55C1002F'M Resistor, lOK ±1%, R15,	 17
ii10 W
28 2 RNR55C1962FM Resistor,	 19.6K ±1%, R15,	 17
1110 W
29 2 R.4R55C6811F1^I Resistor,	 6.81K ±1%, R19,	 24
1/la w
30 2 RNR55C2052Fhi Resistor,	 20.5K ±1%, R19,	 20
1/lo w
3i 2 R.YR55C3652FM Resistor,	 36.5K t1X, R19,	 20
1/10 W
32 2 2 2 RCR07G105JM Resistor,	 i Pieg ±57, ^a K R14,	 18
33 1 1 1 RCRO7C471JM Resistor, 470C ±SX, a W R5




35 1 1 1 21042-1 Printed Wi*ins Board
36 ]. 1 1 RNR55C5I11F'?i Resistor,	 5.11K ±1%, R3
1/10 [d
-=-- - -	 -
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P6'A, Nouaekeeping Reet Filter
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Sheat 1
of 1 Parts List YWA, Housekeeping Rect Filter PL21017
Parts Quantity Required Code Part No. or !Nomenclature
-1 -3 -5Number Ident \o. Identification tio. or Description Remarks
1 2 22019-1 Printed Wiring Board
2 4 2N2222A Transistor Q1, Q2
3 16 IN914B Diode CR1-4,	 6-9
4 4 '15757/9-038 Relay K1, K2
5 4 IN5354 Diode CRS,	 10
6 S RCROIC102J?1 Resistor,
	 1K ±SX, ^a W RL,	 3,	 4,	 6
7 4 KCR07G222JM Resistor,	 2.2K *5X,
	 'a' W R2, R5
B 4 ht39014/Oi -1219 Capacitor,	 100 pf ^lOX, C2,	 Cb
200 V
9 4 +!39003/01-2304 Capacitor, 6.8 µf ±10X, C1, C5
35 V
ZO 8 5[390I4/02-1218 Capacitor, 0.01 ;,f ±iOX, C3,	 4,	 7,	 8
200 V




PiJA, f?ouaekeeping Reg Inverter
Sheet 1
of 1 Parts List P.W.A, Housekeeping Rag Inverter PL21021
Parts Quantity Required Code Part "to.	 or \omenclature
-1 -3 -5Number Ident No. Identification No. or Description Remarks
1 1 21023-1 Printed Wiring Board
2 4 2N5682 Transistor Q1,	 5,	 6,	 7
3 1 2N2907A Transistor Q3
4 1 2N5fi80 Transistor Q2
5 19 IN914B Diode CR1, 4-21
6 1 IN753A Diode ;,R2
7 1 IN821A Diode CR3
8 1 21056-1 Inductor, Saturable L1
9 1 21054-1 Transformer, Signal T1
10 3 RCR07G102JM Resistor, 1K ±5%, n W R5,	 b,	 14
11 1 RCR07C,103JM Resistor, lOK ^5%, a W R1
I2 i RCR20G472JM Resistor,
	
4.7K 'S%, iZ W R3
13 1 RWR89S1ROOFM Resistor,	 ?^t ±1%,	 3 '^ R4
14 1 RNR55C22b1FM Resistor, 2.26K ±1%, R7
1/10 W
15 2 RCR07G330JM Resistor,	 33:2 ±SY, : W RB,	 R13
16 1 RCR20G182JA1 Resisto_,	 1.8K tSX,	 '	 k' R10
17 1 ?NR55C4121FM Resistor, 4.12K t19, R11
1/10 W
18 1 RJR12FP102M Potentiometer, 1K, 3/4 W R12
19 .1 RCR07G222JF1 Resistor, 2.2K ±5%, o W R2
20 5 RCR07G471JM Resistor,	 470St, ±5%, R16,	 17,	 I9,	 2D,
a w 22,	 23
21 3 RCR07G682JM Resistor, b.BK ^5%, a W R15,	 18, 21
22 1 RCR20G102JM Resistor,	 1K '_5Y, ^ W R9
23 1 ?139014/01-1219 Capacitor, 100 pf ±10%, C3
200 V
24 1 P139003/01-2312 Capacitor, 47 of tiOY., C2
35 V
25 4 Pi39014/02-1218 Capacitor,	 0.01 of ±10%, C1,	 4,	 5,	 6
200 V
26 1 2N2222A Transistor Q4
27 .' Milton 10109-DAP Transipad Use with Q1-7
Ross
28 A/K l,rmstrong X-81 Compound
Company
c-34
